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A. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR

l . The trial court denied Mr. Gaines his constitutional right to retained

counsel of his choice even after trial counsel invited the deputy prosecutor to

discuss plea bargaining a case where Mr. Gaines was represented by other

counsel and that counsel had not been notified of this contact, not consented to

it, and also after there had been a breakdown in attorney- client

communication. 

The trial court violated Mr. Gaines right to privacy under (Washington

Constitution Article I, section 7), and right to be free from unlawful searches

and seizures under the Fourth. Amendment of the United States Constitution

when it affirmed the search warrant for his car. 

3. The trial court erred when it entered conclusions of law 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8

in its Order on CrR 3. 6 Hearing. 

4. Gaines is entitled to dismissal of counts 2, 3, and 5 because the State

failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that he committed the charged

crimes. 

B. ISSUES PERTAINING TO ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR

1. Mr. Gaines was denied his Sixth Amendment right to

representation by retained counsel of his choice who breached his trust by
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inviting the deputy prosecutor into a private attorney - interview room to

discuss plea bargaining in a case where Mr. Gaines was represented by

another attorney who had not been notified of the meeting, not consented to

the meeting, and was not there to represent Mr. Gaines. 

2. Mr. Gaines was denied his Sixth Amendment right to

representation by retained counsel of his choice after a breakdown in

communication with counsel. 

3. Mr. Gaines was denied his constitutional right to privacy under

Washington Constitution Article L section 7, and right to be free from

unlawful searches and seizures under the Fourth Amendment of the United

States Constitution when the trial court affirmed the search warrant for his car. 

4. The trial court erred when it failed to enter any findings of fact

regarding the search warrant that are relevant to its determination of probable

cause and that peiniit meaningful appellate review. 

5. The trial court' s conclusions of law nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are not

supported any of the findings of fact. 

6. Because the findings of fact do not support the trial court' s

conclusions of law, the conclusions of law must be stricken and the matter

remanded for trial with the challenged evidence suppressed. 



7. There was insufficient probable cause to support the warrant

for the search and seizure ofMr. Gaines and his car on June 20, 2013. 

8. The State failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. 

Gaines committed the offenses charged in count II unlawful possession of a

firearm; count III, unlawful solicitation to deliver a controlled substance, 

Count V, conspiracy to deliver a controlled substance. 

C. STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. Procedure. 

The State of Washington in Pierce County Superior Court Case 1. 3 - 1- 

02512- 1 charged JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, defendant herein, with

Unlawful Possession of a Controlled Substance and Unlawful Possession of a

Firearm in the First Degree. Supp. CP 294 - 9512. The State also filed a

Persistent Offender [ "three strikes "] notice. Supp CP
2963. 

After numerous on March 17 — 18, 2014, the court held a

suppression hearing. RP 3/ 17/ 14 3 -4 et. seq. The State conceded that the

search warrant for the defendant' s Puyallup residence was not valid and that

1 Appellant has designated supplemental clerk' s papers and also appended
them to this brief for the convenience of the Court and respondent. 
2 Appendix A, Information. 
3

Appendix B. 
4

These are set forth in detail in section , the argument regarding denial of
Mr. Gaines right to retained counsel of his choice. 
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the evidence taken from the Puyallup residence required suppression. RP

3/ 17/ 14 8. Mr. Gaines filed a memorandum in support of motion to suppress

as well as a memorandum in support ofmotion to suppress [ corrected]. CP 1- 

26; CP 26 -52. Both memoranda contained copies of the complaint for search

warrant and the search warrant' itself. 

The State sought to admit evidence came from Mr. Gaines' car, a

Dodge charger. RP 3/ 17/ 14 8. That search warrant was dated June 17, 2013; 

however the complaint for warrant was dated June 18, 2013. RP 3/ 17/ 1410. 

The State argued that sufficient probable cause was established where the

search warrant stated that Mr. Gaines' involvement in the first controlled buy

was that the car used was registered to Mr. Gaines and that when it arrived the

individual matched the description of Mr. Gaines. RP 3/ 17/ 14 9. However, 

there was no testimony identifying the individual who identified saw Mr. 

Gaines as the individual in the car. Passim. Further, surveillance of that car

followed that car back to Mr. Gaines' residence. Id. These observations, the

State averred, were sufficient evidence to show that Mr. Gaines drove the car

for the controlled buy. Id. 

In response to the court' s concerns about the dates on the complaint

and the warrant, the deputy prosecutor replied that he could not respond

5 Appendix C, Complaint for Search Warrant and Search Warrant. 
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because the issue had not been raised in the defense, briefing nevertheless, 

that the error was a mere scrivener' s error, " that the court was entitled to

recognize them for what they are ", and that they were not fatal to the search

warrant. Id. 

Mr. Gaines' attorney in fact did raise this in his corrected brief and

could find no cases on point. RP 3/ 17/ 14 11. 

The court took a recess to consider the issues. RP 3/ 17/ 14 13. 

When the court went back on the record, the deputy prosecutor supplemented

the record with hearsay statements from the police office who presented the

warrant. RP 3/ 17/ 1414. 

The deputy prosecutor reported that the police officer stated that he

presented both document simultaneously to the Judge. IId. 

The court stated that it would not consider the deputy prosecutor' s

supplemental infounation in its ruling. RP 3 /17/ 14 15. 

In its oral ruling, the court held that the discrepancy in the dates was a

scrivener' s error and that the scrivener' s error in no way prejudiced the

defendants. RP 3/ 17/ 14 15 -16. The court noted that defendants had not raised

the date discrepancy as a basis for suppression. RP 3/ 17/ 14 16. 

The court ruled that any evidence obtained from a search of the

Gaines' residence on June 12, 2013, was suppressed. Id. 

5



Finding probable cause for the issuance of the search warrant for Mr. 

Gaines' car, the court noted that the complaint recited that Mr. Gaines had

been " involved" in the local drug scene for nearly fourteen years, has and is

familiar with controlled substances, including methamphetamine, which was

alleged to be involved here. RP 3/ 17/ 14 17 -18. 

The court held that the defendant had not challenged the basis of

knowledge for the informant, Jessica Handlen but rather had challenged the

reliability of the informant. RP 3/ 17/ 14 18. Even so, Handlen never identified

the individual who sold the methamphetamine to her on either occasion to be

Jeremy Gaines. CP 1 - 26, Appendix B. Rather, police merely assumed based

on some unidentified person' s alleged glimpse of the driver during a " very

brief' transaction with Handlen. RP 31 -32. Schultz did not see that

transaction. RP 87. He did not see the window down. RP 87. Although he

testified that the window had been rolled down, he did so based on hearsay

from an unidentified individual and also from his experience that one can' t do

a drug deal unless the window is rolled down. RP 87. 

The court noted that the CI stated that she could purchase meth from

Handlen and had done so twice. Id. The court noted that " entire transaction" 

occurred on June 3, 2013 and June 12 and was observed by officers. Id. 

However the court had suppressed the evidence from the June 12, 2013

6



incident and thus could not and should not have relied on that suppressed

evidence. The CI contacted Handlen to purchase drugs on June 3rd prior to

meeting her Handlen outside her residence and was told that she needed her

supplier to arrive. Id. After the white Dodge Charger arrived, Handlen

contacted the driver who matched the description of the registered owner, 

Jeremy Gaines. RP 3/ 17/ 13 18 -19. Schultz testified that he did not see the

driver of the white Dodge Charger because he was out of his target area. RP

88. Thus, in fact, there was no evidentiary support for that statement in the

warrant. Supra. 

The court nevertheless made a connection between Mr. Gaines and the

June 3, 2013 delivery. Id. 

The court found that the CI was reliable because she had participated

in two prior controlled buys, had contacts with suppliers on the street and

made arrangements to purchase narcotics, and conducting transactions. Id. 

Law enforcement did not attest that any of these prior controlled buys had

resulted in arrests. Passim. Of course, the court had suppressed the June 12, 

2013, transaction because the search was invalid. Supra. 

On June 3, 2013, Handlen went to the Dodge Charger, contacted

someone, and returned to the CI with the controlled substance. The court

7



found that this connected to him to the delivery and created probable cause for

his arrest. RP 3/ 17/ 13 20. 

The court found that the June 3, 2013 transaction provided " sufficient

nexus between the defendant and between the crime and the defendant and the

crime and his vehicle because the vehicle was used to bring the controlled

substances to the June 3rd transaction." RP 3/ 17/ 13 20 -21. 

The court further rejected the argument that the period between June 3, 

2013 and June 17 -18, 2013 [ dates of issuance of warrants] rendered the

warrants stale. RP 3/ 17/ 13 21 -22. 

The court later entered findings of fact and conclusions of law

regarding its ruling. CP 94 -97. RP 3/ 17/ 13 34 -35. 

On May 15, 2014, the parties appeared before the presiding judge. RP

3/ 14/ 17 27. Geoffrey Cross presented a motion from Mr. Gaines to allow

withdrawal and substitution of counsel. Id. Defense counsel also moved for a

competency evaluation for Mr. Gaines. RP 3/ 14/ 13 27 -28. The court granted

the motion for a Western State Hospital competency evaluation and denied the

motion for substitution of counsel. RP 3/ 14/ 13 30 -31. 
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On 9/ 10/ 14, the trial court entered an order finding Mr. Gaines

competent to stand trial. Supp.
CP6. 

On 10/ 16/ 14, Mr. Gaines moved to retain new counsel. RP 10/ 16/ 14 2. 

Mr. Gaines had been trying without success to have Mr. Cross

removed from the case since May of 2014. RP 10/ 16/ 14 28. The court

characterized Mr. Gaines' conduct as " kind of a tantrum when he won' t talk to

you ". Id. 

Rather than focus on Mr. Gaines' constitutional right to retain an

attorney ofhis choice when he had serious issues with the conduct of current

counsel which had resulted in breakdowns in communication, the trial court

focused on attorney Corey' s trial calendar and decided that it was too busy to

permit her to take the case. RP 10/ 1 6/ 14 8 -9, 15 -16, 19 -20. The deputy

prosecutor encouraged the trial court to take this view. Id. This was so

because of his estimation and the trial court, she would not be able to get the

case in before October 2014. RP 5. Tt Appendix D. 

His last reason, of course, was purely speculative and appeared to be

based on the prosecutor' s desire not to have a case against attorney Corey. 

Passim.? 

6 Appendix D. 
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Mr. Gaines had refused to speak to attorney Cross when he visited him

in the Pierce County Jail prior to trial. RP 4; Supp. Clerk' s Paper
i - 

Declaration of Geoffrey Cross 9/ 26/ 14. In fact, Mr. Gaines would not come

out of his cell to talk to Mr. Cross. Id. Attorney Cross averred that there had

been a total breakdown in communications. Id. 

The prosecutor contended that Mr. Gaines was not entitled to a new

attorney of his choice and particularly attorney Corey. RP 4 -5. This was so

because of his estimation and the trial court, she would not be able to get to

the case in before October 2015. RP 5. This last reason, of course, was purely

speculative and appeared to be based on the prosecutor' s desire not to have a

case against attorney Corey. Passim. The prosecutor characterized Mr. Gaines

as " more or less throwing a tantrum that if he' s not going to get what he

wants, he' ll just stop talking to Mr. Cross and force the Court' s hand in giving

him what he wants. And that' s not how justice is handled in this court or any

other court. So again, I have nothing to add. I think Judge Chushcoff made the

right decision this morning." RP 6 -7. 

7 Subsequent to this case, a second whistleblower complaint was filed against
the Pierce County Prosecutor. This complaint alleged that the Prosecuting
Attorney had instructed his deputies to treat attorneys who had filed
declarations in support of sheriffs detectives who had taken a position, 

contrary to that office. 
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When asked by the court whether he was ready to proceed, the

prosecutor said that he was not in fact able to proceed with the CrR 3. 5

hearing: " It came as a little bit of a surprise that I was getting assigned out on . 

this case today." RP 9. 

The deputy prosecutor Jesse Williams complained at length about the

age of the case when it was clear that the age of the case at least in part was

attributable to the State' s failure to make timely discovery and to his own trial

schedule. RP 13 - 14, 14 -15. 

Although there had been a breakdown in communications and a lack

of trust between Mr. Gaines and his counsel after counsel Cross and the

deputy prosecutor entered the interview room and attempted to plea bargain a

case where Mr. Gaines was represented by attorney Corey. RP 10/ 16/ 14 12. 

Neither counsel had notified attorney Corey of their intention to attempt to

plea bargain the case in which she represented Mr. Gaines. RP 10/ 16/ 14 12

12. These attorneys, neither Cross nor the deputy prosecutor, had informed

attorney Corey of their intent to contact Mr. Gaines and certainly had not

conveyed any plea offer to her. Id. Their conduct was improper under Rule of

11



Professional Responsibility 4.28 Mr. Gaines would not speak to counsel Cross. 

Id. 

Counsel Cross had been moving to get offthe case since May, 2013. 

RP 10/ 16/ 14 5. Counsel infoinued the court that Mr. Gained had been trying to

discharge Mr. Cross since May, 2014, six months prior to the motion date. RP

10/ 16/ 14 18. 

The trial court did not consider any of the arguments on the merits. 

Passim. Rather the trial court speculated on attorney Corey' s pending trial

schedule and those cases would settle or go to trial. RP 10/ 16/ 14 8, 15, 19. 

8 RPC Rule 4.2: Communication with person represented by counsel: " In

representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the
representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another
lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or
is authorized to do so by law or a court order." 

9 To the extent that it is even relevant, the trial and the prosecutor were simply

wrong about their predictions of attorney Corey' s caseload. The trial court
referred by name to many cases that would prohibit what the trial court
believed was a timely trial. It is a matter ofpublic record that Brady, #13 -1- 

03593- 8, entered guilty pleas and was sentenced on 2/ 4/ 15; Overly, #13 - 1- 

02658- 1, counsel [ retained] allowed to withdraw and a third attorney
appointed; Page, # 13 - 1- 02687 -4, dismissed per global resolution of cases, 

13 - 1- 04609 -3, dismissed per global resolution of cases; 13 - 1- 04937 -8, 
pleaded guilty to assault 2, dismissal of attempted first degree attempted
robbery and assault 2; Flewellen, #12 -1- 024040 -1, assault of child 2- trial — 

not guilty; Banks —13 - 1- 00732 -2 — attempted murder 1- trial — not guilty; 

Banks —13 - 1- 00457 -0 — pleaded guilty to Unlawful. Possession of a Firearm
2, dismissal of assault 2; Jefferson - 13 -1- 02796 -0 — trial — guilty — att murder

12



The deputy prosecutor predicted that attorney Corey would not be able

to try the case until October 2015. RP 10/ 16/ 14 14. Of course, the deputy

prosecutor had no basis for this prediction and may well have an improper

motive' ° 

Judge Bryan Chuschoff, who heard the motion for substitution, set the

matter for trial, thereby denying the motion for substitution. Mr. Cross

remained on the case. RP 1. 

After the motion for substitution by attorney was denied so that the

matter could immediately could proceed to trial, the parties appeared before

Judge Felnagle on September 30, 2014. A joint motion for continuance was

granted because " defendant" was trying to track down material witness. 

Witnesses for the State were not available. Status of defendant' s

representation " up in the air." Supp. 
CP11. 

The parties appeared before the Honorable Thomas J. Felnagle for trial

on October 16, 2014. RP 1. 

1, assault 1, UPFA 1. All of these cases were resolved by the end of May, 
2015. 
10

The case of Michael Ames v. Pierce County, # 13 - 1- 02658 -1, is a matter of

public record. It is also a matter of public record that attorney Corey filed a
declaration in support of Ames' character on April 14, 2014. After that Pierce
County Prosecuting Attorney instructed his deputies not to give " good deals" 
to the attorneys who signed declarations in support of Ames. See Appendix E. 
11 Appendix F. 
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During trial, the State' s witness Washington State Patrol Crime

Laboratory forensic technician Maureena Dudschus testified that, based on her

examination of State' s Exhibit #1, the suspected methamphetamine was not

methamphetamine at all. RP 143. The State asked this question again to

confirm that the expert had not erred in her testimony. Id. Dudschus

identified the substances as MSM, methylsulfonylmethane, a dietary

supplement, that is not a controlled substance. RP 146. It is sometimes used

as a cutting agent with methamphetamine, but it is not methamphetamine. RP

146. 

Upon receipt of those answers, the deputy prosecutor asked for a " full

break" and then returned with a Third Amended Information changing the

charge ofUnlawful Delivery of a Controlled to Unlawful Distribution of an

Imitation Controlled Substance. CP 300; RP 144. 

During his trial testimony, Officer Shipp, who had been unable to

identify Mr. Gaines at the CrR 3. 5 hearing two days earlier, identified him

before the jury. RP 153 -54. He testified that he was able to do so because

after he failed to do so in court, he returned to his office and looked at

booking photos of Mr. Gaines. RP 155. Defense counsel failed to object to

this testimony. Id. 

14



The prosecutor asked Shipp the leading question, " And fair to say that

the reason you may not arrested Mr. Gaines or recognized Mr. Gaines two

days ago us because you see a lot of faces in your work ?" RP 155. Defense

counsel also failed to object to this patently improper question. Id. 

At the conclusion of Shipp' s testimony, the prosecutor asked for

another recess to amend the information. RP 156. The deputy prosecutor' s

third amended information had incorrectly charged Unlawful Distribution of a

Controlled Substance with Intent to Distribute, a non - existent offense. RP

156. 

The court instructed the jury that the prosecutor had charged Mr. 

Gaines with Unlawful Distribution of an Imitation Controlled Substance. RP

176. 

The trial court failed to address this important concern. 4.2. Id. 

After the State rested, the defendant made a motion to dismiss. RP

236 -237. Defense counsel argued for dismissal of Count I, because the State

had failed to present any evidence that Mr. Gaines ever had represented that

he was selling methamphetamine as well as that he had ever sold any " bunk ", 

imitation or counterfeit controlled substance. Id. The Washington State Patrol

Crime Laboratory technician had identified the substance as

methylsulfonylmethane, commonly known as MSM, a dietary supplement. RP

15



143. This is not a controlled substance. RP 146. It is not illegal to possess this

substance any more than it is illegal to possess baking soda. 

The defendant also made a motion to dismiss the Count II, unlawful

possession of a firearm in the first degree. RP 237-38. Officer Schultz testified

that on June 20, 2013, he saw Mr. Gaines' hands on the firearm. RP 87. He

then recanted his testimony and claimed that " the surveillance units" did. RP

87. However, there was no identification of the individual[ s] that supposedly

saw this important point and there is no opportunity for cross - examination. RP

86 -87. This is significant because this sighting occurred at the time that there

allegedly was movement suggesting that someone was putting something, the

gun, in the foot well of the driver' s seat. RP 47. However, he was not certain

that the gun was actually on the floorboard. RP 47. He later saw the gun on

the floorboard but could not say when it was put there or who put it there. RP

47. It could have been put there just as police extricated Mr. Gaines from the

car. Schultz testifies that he was watching Mr. Gaines' hands and that he saw

him with a firearm. RP 45. Schultz recanted his testimony that he actually saw

any firearm in Mr. Gaines' hand. RP 48. He admitted that he could not see

any firearm until after the door was opened. RP 48. 

16



There were three individuals in the car at the time the Officer' s

Shipp' s car rammed Mr. Gaines' car. RP 56. There was thus 110 physical

evidence connecting Mr. Gaines to the firearm. RP 98 -99 . 

The defendant also moved to dismiss counts III, unlawful solicitation

to deliver a controlled substance, where there was no testimony about whom

he solicited or what he intended to deliver. RP 237. Further, there was no

corpus delicti to this crime save for Mr. Gaines' own statements. RP 237. 

The defendant also moved to dismiss Count V, conspiracy to deliver a

controlled substance. RP 237. The defendant argued that absent his

statements there was no corpus dilecti for the crime of conspiracy. RP 264. In

support of the motion, the defendant directed the court' s attention to Exhibit

712 , the notes of Officer Schultz, where he wrote that Mr. Gaines said he was

a runner for the Mexicans, that he had taken him to the Mexicans he was

picking up from, but never said the word methamphetamine. RP 271. The

State had charged Mr. Gaines only with dealing the controlled substance of

methamphetamine. Passim. However the State had not been able to prove that

Mr. Gaines possessed any methamphetamine at in this case. RP 271. 

The court denied the motions to dismiss. RP 252. 

12 Notes of Officer Schultz — Supplemental Clerks Papers. 
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The State filed its Fourth Amended Information. CP 266 -269; RP 266. 

Mr. Gaines entered not guilty pleas. Id. 

On October 29, 2013, the jury acquitted Mr. Gaines on Count I, 

delivery of an imitation controlled substance; convicted him on Counts II, 

unlawful possession of a firearm; Counts III and IV, solicitation to deliver a

controlled substance, both with special verdicts for firearm enhancements; 

Count V, conspiracy to deliver a controlled substance with special verdict for

firearm enhancement. RP10 /29/ 13 5 -6. 

On October 31, 2013, the court sentenced Mr. Gaines as required by

law in three strikes case to life imprisonment without the possibility of parole. 

CP 276 -287. 

Mr. Gaines timely filed this appeal. CP 272. 

2. Facts. 

In June 2013, Tacoma Police Departiuent [ TPD] Officer Howard

Schultz was assigned to the special investigations unit and handled

confidential informants [ CI' s]. RP 15 -16. He often used informants to conduct

controlled buys. Id. 

In a controlled buy, officers search a CI for narcotics, narcotics

paraphernalia, weapons, cash, and remove any such items. RP 17. Police then

give the CI marked or prerecorded cash. RP 17. The serial numbers are

18



prerecorded so that later on during the seizure, that money is recovered and

used as evidence of the buy. RP 17. This effort, thus, is an attempt to control

the circumstances of an encounter between a CI and the target. RP 17 -18. The

informant' s car would be searched before the controlled buy if the car was to

be used therein. RP 18 -19. 

Police surveillance is used during a controlled buy. RP 19 -20. Police

also search the informant after the controlled buy is completed. RP 21. 

On June 3, 2013, TPD officers Schultz and Buchanan conducted a controlled

buy using a CI for a buy from target Jessica Handlen. RP 24. They searched

the CI. Id. They did not use a body wire on the CI. Id. Because the CI drove a

vehicle to the buy, they searched the car. RP 25 -26. 

Schultz had no recollection of how much cash the CI was given for the

buy. RP 85. He did not recall that any of the money showed up on Mr. Gaines

or in his possessions. RP 86. He did not personally check this although . 

someone probably ran his money through " the machine" as that usually

happens. RP 86. 

Schultz did not know what had happened to the monies taken from Mr. 

Gaines after the search on June 20th nor did he know that the money had been

released to him. RP 86. 
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The location of the first buy was the 1200 block of South Altheimer. 

RP 26. The officers watched the CI met up with Handlen through binoculars

as they were more than a hundred yards away. RP 27. The CI met Handlen in

front of an apartment building. RP 27. 

After a lengthy wait, Handlen met up with a white Charger that

Handlen had told the CI was her " source." RP 28. Officer Schultz recalled that

it was a 2013 white Dodge Charger registered to Jeremy Gaines. RP 29 -30. 

The car had tinted windows. RP 31. 

Handlen approached the driver' s side and the window went down. Id. 

Police believed that a transaction happened. Id. The transaction was " very

brief." RP 32. 

Schultz himself did not identify the driver as Mr. Gaines as he was not

in Schultz' s " targeting radar" at that time." RP 88. He could not identify the

individual who made the identification. RP 87, 88, 89. But police concluded

that the driver matched the identification of the owner of the car. RP 30

Handlen never identified the driver to the police prior to the presentation of

the complaint for search warrant to the court. Passim. 

Schultz handled the CI and documented his observations in his report. 

RP 87. He did not mention anything about the window being rolled down. RP

86 -87. 
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After the transaction, the CI returned with the drugs, a package of

methamphetamine. RP 32,33. She was searched. Id. Her car was searched. RP

32. 

The methamphetamine was weighed at 6.4 grams or about a quarter

ounce. RP 35- 36. Officer Schultz did not recall how much money the CI had

paid for the meth. RP 37. After this buy, police did not arrest Mr. Gaines. RP

38. 

Mr. Gaines was arrested on June 20, 2013 in Puyallup. RP 39. There

were three other passengers in his car. RP 45. Mr. Gaines was the driver. RP

46. Codefendant Brandon Lee Ryan was the front seat passenger. RP 46. 

Mr. Gaines was arrested by several police officers travelling in

separate cars. RP 153. Shipp struck the Gaines car from the back, causing an

impact. RP 153. 

At the time of the arrest, Officer Schultz may have seen a firearm on

the floor on the floor of the car. RP 45. The officer had no independent

recollection of where the first firearm found was but after reading his report, 

he believed that " it was at his feet and that there was some movement there." 

RP 47. The officer explained, " Meaning that, through the – through the —as we

were making contact with him, it appeared that he was making a motion down

there, which is what directed our attention to it, meaning I wrote in my report
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that he placed the firearm there." RP 47. The officer went on to claim that he

witnessed Mr. Gaines placing the gun on the floor of the car. Id. 

Officer Schultz clarified that he had not seen the gun in Gaines' hands but that

he saw his hands moving and then saw the gun. RP 48. 

He could not see this until after the door was opened. Id. 

At that moment, Officer Scripps took Gaines out of the car and put

him in wrist restraints. RP 48 -49. Scripps noticed a second firearm on the

front of the floorboard of the front passenger side and pointed that out to

Schultz. RP 49. 

Officer Shipp advised Mr. Gaines, co- defendant Ryan, and the two

passengers of their Miranda rights and advised them of the search warrant. RP

57, 149. Shipp also read them a copy of the search warrant provided by

Schultz. Id. 

Although Shipp had been unable to identify Mr. Gaines at the CrR.3. 5

hearing two days prior to his testimony, he was able to identify him at trial. 

RP 153 -54. He was able to do so because after he failed to do so in court, he

returned to his office and looked at booking photos of Mr. Gaines. RP 155. 

The prosecutor asked Shipp the leading question, " And fair to say that the

reason you may not have arrested Mr. Gaines or recognized Mr. Gaines two

days ago is because you see a lot of faces in your work ?" RP 155. 
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Schultz and Mr. Gaines spoke for a few minutes. RP 60. Mr. Gaines denied

the specific allegations. RP 60. According to Schultz, Mr. Gaines stated that

he was " a small fish" and that he was " a runner for the Mexicans." RP 61. Mr. 

Gaines stated that he had just wired money to Mexico as proof ofwhat he was

saying. RP 62. He also stated that he was supposed to pick up a kilo of meth. 

RP 62 -63. 

Police searched Mr. Gaines after he was moved off the roadway. RP

121. He had $657 in cash. RP 121. When police take money in a drug arrest, 

they place the money into property and have a seizure hearing. RP 122. A

seizure hearing is a court process by which the money is forfeited to law

enforcement. RP 122. However in this case, the money was returned to Mr. 

Gaines. RP 123. 

Police found receipts from wire transfers in the car. RP 66- 72. One of

the receipts was dated June 20, 2013 and was from the Safeway at 11501

Canyon Road with the recipient identified as Jesus Enrique Palomera and the

sender as Brandon Ryan. RP 75 -76. A Western Union transaction form

showed that Mr. Gaines wired $900 to an unnamed recipient, possibly Ana

Cueva Ramos, in Jalisco, Mexico on May 29, 2013. RP 77 -78. 

Police did not find any drugs in the Gaines car. RP 90. They found

some methylsulfonylmethane, commonly known as MSM, a dietary
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supplement. RP 143, 146. Possession of a legal dietary supplement is not a

crime. RP 143, 146. 

Schultz knew that no one dealing in drugs would sell a kilo of

methamphetamines for $900. RP 90. 

A forensic technician examined Exhibits 3, 4, 5, 6, the firearms for

fingerprint evidence and found nothing. RP 107, 109 -110. 

Although DNA tests may identify the individuals who have handled

the weapons, those tests were not requested in this case. RP 112. 

Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory forensic scientist Maureena

Dudschus analyzed the drugs seized in this case. RP 140 -143. When she

examined State Ex. 1, the drugs seized from Mr. Gaines car, she determined

that the substance was not methamphetamine. RP 143. Dudschus identified

the substance to be methylsulfonylmethane, commonly known as MSM, a

dietary supplement. RP 143. This is not a controlled substance. RP 146. 

Dudschus had seen MSM used as a cutting substance for

methamphetamine. RP 146. A cutting substance is something that is used to

dilute an actual drug. Id. It looks like the drug, mixes in with the drug, and

thus is indistinguishable from the drug itself. Id. However, she did not identify

any methamphetamine in the substance she tested. Passim. 
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Robert Page, from Washington Employment Security, testified to

records regarding Mr. Gaines from January 2012 to " probably through

current." RP 183 -185. They had no record of wages paid or unemployment

applied for. RP 185. Page agreed that their records would not confirm if Mr. 

Gaines was on Social Security. RP 185. Mr. Page had no way of accessing

that information. 185 -86. 

Jessica Handlen used meth, heroin, and pills in. June 2013, RP 202. 

She had had a drug habit for 14 years by then. Id. Meth was her drug of

choice. Id. She used it daily, sometimes as much as half an. ounce. Id. Meth

cost her $400 a day. RP 203. She also used heroin. RP 202. 

On June 20, 2012, she was arrested for delivering drugs. RP 203. She was

booked into jail, charged, convicted and sentenced to prison. RP 204. She was

released on March 11, 2013. Id. 

She knew Mr. Gaines and had met him through an old boyfriend. RP

206. They became best friends, social friends. Id. She bought drugs, meth and

a couple ofpills, from him a couple of times. Id. 

Prior to June 20, 2012, she had last bought drugs from Mr. Gaines

probably a month and a half earlier. Id. She had a hard time remembering that

day because she wanted to know who the CI was and as she was dealing with

a lot of people, she could not remember who the CI was. RP 208. 
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She was arrested, brought to the court and charged the next day with

delivering and other crimes. RP 208. She plead guilty. Id. In that case, she was

charged with selling meth to a police officer. RP 209. The information she

was given about the case alleged that police had seen her meet with Mr. 

Gaines during that buy. Id. 

Handlen did not remember that incident because she had been using so

many drugs. Id. She was still using meth at time of trial, albeit a much lesser

quantity. RP 210 -11. She acknowledged that chronic meth use had adversely

affected her memory. RP 211. 

Handlen explained that she was unable to recall that time in her life. "I

mean, I don' t remember that exact day, anything I did on that exact day. I

know I was there, obviously, the police says it, so —at that apartment." RP

211. 

She recalled being at the apartment at
12th

and Altheimer. Id. She was

there to make some money dealing drugs. RP 211 -12. She was dealing a lot at

that time. RP 212. 

Her source of income was prostitution. RP 213. She also worked as an

informant for the Lakewood Police Department. Id. She worked for them to

get a friend out of jail. Id. She did not complete her informant contract
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because they wanted her to turn in Jeremy Gaines but she would not. RP 214. 

When she would not, they terminated the contract. Id. 

She told her attorney that the drug she received from Mr. Gaines on June 2, 

2013 was not methamphetamine. RP 214. 

She remembered that Jeremy drove a white Charger at that time. RP

212 -13. 

When. shown State' s Exhibit 1 [ the packaged methylsulfonylmethane, 

commonly known as MSM, a dietary supplement], the prosecutor asked, 

Does that look like methamphetamine to you ? ", she replied, " Some bunk." 

RP 217. The prosecutor sought to clarify, "Looks like some bunk to you ?" Id. 

Handlen answered, " Yeah." Id. The prosecutor continued, " What do you mean

by that ?" Id. Handlen, " Looks like garbage." Id. The prosecutor, "Meaning

what ?" Id. Handlen, " Meaning it' s not looking very good. It' s powdery." Id_ 

D. LAW AND ARGUMENT. 

1. THE TRIAL COURT DENIED MR. GAINES HIS RIGHT TO
RETAINED COUNSEL OF HIS CHOICE EVEN AFTER TRIAL
COUNSEL INVITED THE DEPUTY PROSECUTOR TO DISCUSS
PLEA BARGAINING IN A CASE WHERE MR. GAINES WAS
REPRESENTED BY OTHER COUNSEL AND THAT COUNSEL
HAD NOT BEEN NOTIFIED OF THIS CONTACT NOR
CONSENTED TO IT, WHERE THERE HAD BEEN A HISTORY
OF BREAKDOWNS IN COMMUNICATION, AND WHERE
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DEFENSE COUNSEL HAD MADE MOTIONS TO BE REMOVED
FROM THE CASE. 

The Sixth Amendment provides that'[ i]n all criminal prosecutions, 

the accused shall enjoy the right ... to have the Assistance of Counsel for his

defence. ", United States v. Gonzalez- Lopez, 548 U.S. 140, 144, 126 S. Ct. 

2557, 165 L.Ed.2d 409 ( 2006). An element of this right is the right of a

defenda who does not require appointed counsel to choose who will represent

him. Id. The Sixth Amendment right to counsel of choice commands " not that

a trial be fair, but that a particular guarantee of fairness be provided - to wit, 

that the accused be defended by the counsel he believes to be best." Id. at 146. 

The deprivation of a defendant's right to counsel of choice is

complete" when the defendant is erroneously prevented from being

represented by the lawyer he wants, regardless of the quality of the

representation he received. To argue otherwise is to confuse the right to

counsel of choice —which is the right to a particular lawyer regardless of

comparative effectiveness —with the right to effective counsel —which

imposes a baseline requirement of competence on whatever lawyer is chosen

or appointed. Gonzalez- Lopez, 548 U.S. at 148. 

Where the right to be assisted by counsel of one' s choice is wrongly

denied, it is unnecessary to conduct an ineffectiveness or prejudice inquiry to
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establish a Sixth Amendment violation. Gonzalez - Lopez, 548 U.S. at 147 -48. 

This is so because the denial of the right to counsel of choice is a

structural error. Structural errors "' defy analysis by " harmless- error" 

standards' because they `affect the framework within which the trial

proceeds,' and are not `simply an error in the trial process itself.'" Gonzalez- 

Lopez, 548 U.S. at 148 ( alteration in original) (quoting Arizona v. Fulnninante, 

499 U.S. 279, 309 -10, 111 S. Ct. 1246, 113 L. Ed. 2d 302 ( 1991)). 

In this case, Mr. Gaines asked the trial court to replace one retained

counsel with another retained counsel. Although it should not require scrutiny, 

his reasons were sound: his attorney had breached his trust by exceeding the

scope of his representation and violating his duty of confidentiality when, 

attorney Cross and the deputy prosecutor entered the attorney- client room to

speak to him. These attorneys, without notice or consent of his attorney of

record on the other case, attempted to plea bargain that case in that meeting. 

The right to counsel of choice does not extend to defendants who

require counsel to be appointed for them." Gonzalez - Lopez, 548 U.S. at

151 ( citing Wheat, 486 U.S. at 159; Caplin & Drysdale, 491 U.S. at 624, 626). 

The Court has " recognized a trial court's wide latitude in balancing the

right to counsel of choice against the needs of fairness, [ Wheat, 486 U.S.] at

163 -164, and against the demands of its calendar, Morris v. Slappy, 461 U. S. 
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1, 11 - 12[, 103 S. Ct. 1610, 75 L. Ed. 2d 610] ( 1983)." Gonzalez- Lopez, 548

U.S. at 152. Although " no ... flat rule can be deduced from the Sixth

Amendment presumption in favor of counsel of choice," courts " have an

independent interest in ensuring that criminal trials are conducted within the

ethical standards of the profession and that legal proceedings appear fair to all

who observe them." Wheat, 486 U.S. at 160. 

In this case, Mr. Gaines had a legitimate concern that attorney may

have acted unethically when he invited the deputy into the private attorney - 

client interview room without Mr. Gaines' permission and attempted to plea

bargain a case where Mr. Gaines was represented by another attorney. RP 12. 

This was and is a serious concern. When brought to the trial court' s attention

at the motion for new counsel, the trial court simply ignored it. This

information was not denied by Mr: Cross who acknowledged only that he had

attempted to plea bargain his own case and declined to address that issue. 

Passim. 

Mr. Gaines retained private counsel to defend him in this " three

strikes" case. Supp CP — Notice of Appearance and Demand for Discovery, 

07/ 09/
1313. Mr. Gaines is a client to who requires extra attorney time due to

his mental and physical limitations. Gaines suffered from long -term mental

13 Appendix F. 
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illnesses, lasting physical disabilities resulting from a gunshot wound to the

stomach in 1996, and had limited mental abilities. Report — Forensic Mental

Health Evaluation — May 27, 2014 - 

Supp. C P . 
14 The forensic mental health evaluator at that time found him

incompetent to proceed. Id. After a restoration commitment, Mr. Gaines was

determined to be competent to proceed. Order Determining Competency to

Stand Trial'— 9/ 10/ 14 — Supp.CP _. 

On September 10, 2014, the court entered the order finding Mr. Gaines

competent to stand trial and set his trial for one week later, September 16, 

2014, the same day as his motion for new counsel. Supp
CP16, . 

At that

time, counsel Cross' s attempts to speak to Mr. Gaines had proved futile. 

Declaration of Geoffrey Cross — 9/ 29/ 14 - Supp CP . Cross noted that Mr. 

Gaines refused to come out of his cell to speak to Cross and flatly refused to

talk to him.. Id. In any case, this is significant and warrants new counsel. In a

three strikes" case, it is unthinkable that counsel would not be allowed to

withdraw when he could not even communicate with his client. 

Thus, when the trial court heard his motion for new counsel, Mr. 

Gaines' trial date had been manipulated so that it appeared he was asking for a

14 Appendix G. 

1' Appendix I, Order Finding Defendant Competent to Stand Trial. 
16 Appendix J, Scheduling Order
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new attorney on the eve of trial. However, Mr. Gaines had been seeking new

counsel since May, 2014. 

Mr. Gaines intended to discharge retained counsel, Mr. Cross, and

retain attorney Corey. He had a Sixth Amendment right to be defended by the

retained counsel he believed to be best. Gonzalez- Lopez, 548 U.S. at 146. Mr. 

Gaines intended to exercise that right by hiring attorney Corey who he

believed would represent him well and would adhere to the rules of

professional conduct. 

2. MR. GAINES' RIGHT TO COUNSEL OF CHOICE WAS
VIOLATED WHEN THE TRIAL COURT APPLIED THE
WRONG LEGAL STANDARD AND FAILED TO
CONSIDER THIS CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT. 

Washington courts may consider two of the so- called Roth [State v. 

Roth, 75 Wn. App. 808, 825, 881 P.2d 268 ( 1994), factors when determining

whether to grant motions for substitutions when there has been no breakdown

in communication or other ethical or professional issue warranting

substitution. State v. Hampton, 182 Wn. App. 805, 820 -21, 332 P. 3d 1020

2014]. Those factors are ( 1) whether the court had granted previous

continuances at the defendant's request; ( 2) whether available counsel is

prepared to go to trial. Id. 
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Regarding the first factor, Mr. Gaines made no motions for

continuance. He joined in and /or did not oppose motions made by the deputy

prosecutor or the codefendant' s attorney. However, the record affirms that

numerous continuances were granted In fact, several of the continuances were

granted to accommodate the deputy prosecutor' s busy trial schedule. Other

lengthy continuances were required because the State was completing

discovery. 

After Mr. Gaines was arraigned on June 21, 2013, the parties agreed to

the first continuance on July 22, 2013 to October 15, 2013, for the reason that

additional time needed" —Order for Continuance of Trial Date — 7/22/ 13 — 

Supp Clerk' s Papers ; 

The parties agreed to a second continuance on September 16. 2013 to

January 15. 2014 for the reason that " discovery not complete": Order for

Continuance of Trial Date — 9/ 16/ 13 - Supp Clerk' s Papers

On January 15, 2014, a continuance was granted until January 27, 

2014 because the deputy prosecutor was in trial; Order for Continuance of

Trial Date — 1/ 15/ 14 - Supp Clerk' s Papers

On January 27, 2014, a continuance was granted until March 11, 

2014, because the deputy prosecutor was in trial and discovery was not



complete; ; Order for Continuance of Trial Date — 1/ 27/ 14 - Supp Clerk' s

Papers

On 1/ 27/ 14, a continuance was granted to March 27, 2014

On March 11, 2014, a continuance was granted until March 17, 2014

because the codefendant' s attorney was ill; Order for Continuance ofTrial

Date — 3/ 11/ 14 - Supp Clerk' s Papers ; 

On March 17, 2014, a continuance was granted until April 7, 2014

because both the prosecutor and the defense attorneys had conflicts; 

Continuance of Trial. Date — 3/ 17/ 14 - Supp Clerk' s Papers ; 

On April 7, 2014, a continuance was granted until May 1, 2014

because the State had filed another case against Mr. Gaines and the parties

wanted to " assess" that case with the instant case and the State' s primary

detective was on vacation out of state; Continuance of Trial Date- Supp

Clerk' s Papers

On May 1, 2014, the court granted another continuance to June 3, 

2014, because the deputy prosecutor was in another trial; Continuance of

Trial Date - Supp Clerk' s Papers ; 

Motions for new counsel /motions for Attorney Cross to withdraw

were filed on May 7 -8, 2014 and scheduled for argument on May 15, 2014; 

Appendix _. 
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On May 15, 2014, the court entered an order for a competency

examination of Mr. Gaines; after that forensic examiner opined that Mr. 

Gaines was not competent, he was sent to Western State Hospital for

restoration; Appendix H. 

Mr. Gaines returned to court and was found competent on September

10, 2014. Appendix I. On that date, he made a motion for substitution of

counsel that was denied. 

The court set his trial date for September 16, 2014. On 9/ 17/ 14 the

parties continued the trial until October 1, 2014, Supp CP — Order for

Continuance of Trial — 9/ 17/ 14 - . The parties jointly requested this to

discuss resolution and also to address the defense witness list and discovery. 

Id. 

From arraignment on June 21, 2013, to the first trial date of September

16, 2014, the deputy prosecutor' s continuances due to his trial schedule and/ or

discovery issues accounted for approximately nine months. 

Regarding the other permissible factor, (3) whether available counsel . 

is prepared to go to trial, the trial court refused to consider defense counsel' s

arguments. Of course some delay would be required to prepare in a " three

strikes" case. The court took the unusual step of setting a trial date one week

after Mr. Gaines was found competent to stand trial. Any attorney new to a
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case necessarily would require some time for trial. Any attorney would require

preparation in any case, especially a " three strikes" case. No mitigation

package had been prepared in this case. Passim. There were experts to retain

and witnesses to interview. 

The trial, court also belittled defense counsel for not having settled

some cases with prosecutors when, of course, the court knew nothing about

negotiations or issues in those cases. RP 10/ 16/ 14 8, 10, 14, 15, 20 . The court

speculated on which cases would or would not go to trial.. Id. The deputy . 

prosecutor, whose own trial schedule, had caused months of continuances in

this case, slammed defense counsel for her trial schedule. See pages 37- 39, 

supra. Further, not all cases go to trial and in fact there is no way reliably to

reasonably predict a criminal defense trial attorney' s schedule. As for the

issue of settling or not settling cases, the trial. court had no idea whether the

State even had made offers in outstanding cases. Of course, defense counsel

has no ability to control. the prosecutor' s willingness to make reasonable

offers. The trial court simply did not want Mr. Gaines to have new counsel

and instead conjured up various scenarios of horribles. RP 10- 11. 

The deputy prosecutor also asked the court to look at the impact of the

substitution on attorney Corey' s other clients. RP 10/ 16/ 14 13. Suffice it to
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say; that the deputy prosecutor had not then or now any reason. to conjecture

that relations between attorney and client are anything but satisfactory. 

The deputy prosecutor argued that the State would suffer prejudice

from a continuance, although the State previously had sought fifteen months

ofprior continuances, for the reason that " we have civilian witnesses involved

who were involved in drug trafficking." RP 10/ 16/ 14. Who were these

witnesses? The State had endorsed Jessica IIandien and the Cl — who was

never identified to the defense and never called. Those were the only civilian

witnesses. State' s Witness List — .filed 9/ 12/
1417 -

Supp CP . The State at

no time alleged that Handlen was difficult to contact or uncooperative. 

Passim. 

While it is true that counsel was in a murder trial that was expected to

last until the end of October, early November, counsel' s next trial settings

were in 2015. She thus had a gap in her trial calendar. 

What was clear was that the court did not take seriously Mr. Gaines' 

very real concern that attorney Cross had breached Mr. Gaines' trust in hiin

when he brought the deputy prosecutor into the attorney - client room to

discuss plea- bargaining a case in which attorney Cross did not even represent

him. 

17 Appendix L. State' s Witness List. 
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A criminal defendant must be allowed to be represented by an attorney

he retains especially where the attorney he seeks to discharge has committed

an ethical violation. The defendant cannot choose his prosecutor, even when

he engages in the same conduct. 

The second factor to be considered under Hampton, regarding the

additional delay that would result from the granting of Mr. Gaines cannot be

determined because the trial court failed to apply the proper standard. 

Further, as is apparent from the record in the case, the deputy

prosecutor needed more time to get ready for trial. Thus, the State was

responsible for more inevitable delay. Several States' witnesses were not

available for the trial date. These important witnesses included Mr. Adam, the

lead detective on the case, two forensic scientists from the Washington State

Patrol Crime Lab, and a police officer who was present at the scene. 2/ 3/ 14

RP 16, 45, 55; 2/ 4114 RP 8, 39, 75. 

The erroneous denial of counsel bears directly on the 'framework

within which the trial proceeds. "" Gonzalez - Lopez, 548 U.S. 150. Thus, the

wrongful denial of a defendant' s counsel of choice is structural error and no

showing ofprejudice is required. Hampton, 1. 82 Wn. App. 827 -828. Because

the trial court erroneously denied Mr. Gaines his right to counsel of choice, 

reversal is required. 
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3. THIS COURT MUST DISMISS THE CHARGE OF
SOLICITATION TO DELIVER A CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCE WHERE GAINES IS ENTITLED TO
DISMISSAL OF THE CHARGES WHERE THAT IS NOT A
CRIME UNDER WASHINGTON LAW. 

Drug offenses are not defined in the criminal code, RCW Title 9A. 

Rather, RCW Title 69 defines offenses involving various kinds of controlled

substances. " Delivery of methamphetamine is prohibited under the Uniform

Controlled Substances Act, RCW 69.50.401." In re Pers. Restraint of

Hopkins, 137 Wn.2d 897, 899, 976 P.2d 616 ( 1999). 

In general, Washington law criminalizes three inchoate or

anticipatory' offenses: attempt; solicitation; and conspiracy. RCW

9A.28.020, .030, . 040." Hopkins, 137 Wn.2d at 900. 

However, the Uniform Controlled Substances Act, RCW 69. 50, 

expressly includes attempt and conspiracy as specific offenses under chapter

69.50 RCW. Id. at 900 -01 ( Holding solicitation to deliver, unlike attempt and

conspiracy, is not an offense under RCW 69. 50 because not specifically

included therein). 

Appellate courts have therefore " consistently and specifically

distinguished between anticipatory offenses expressly included within RCW

69. 50 as opposed to those generally falling within RCW 9A.28." Id. at 902

citing cases) see also State v. Cameron, 80 Wn. App. 374,379, 909 P.2d 309
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1996) ( "Conspiracy to possess marijuana with intent to deliver is governed by

RCW 69.50.407, and not by the general conspiracy statute, RCW

9A.28. 040. "). 

Mr. Gaines' conviction for unlawful solicitation to deliver a controlled

substance therefore must be dismissed, there being no law criminalizing such

conduct. 

4. THE STATE FAILED TO PROVE ITS CASE BEYOND A
REASONABLE DOUBT. 

Under the state and federal constitutions, a criminal conviction

requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 

61 L. Ed. 2d 560, 99 S. Ct. 2781 ( 1979); State v. Green, 94 Wn.2d 216, 221, 

616 P.2d 628 ( 1980). Evidence is not sufficient to support a conviction unless, 

after viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the State, any rational

trier of fact could find all of the elements of the crime charged beyond a

reasonable doubt. State v. DeVries, 149 Wn.2d 842, 849, 72 P . 3d 748 ( 2003). 

The court must consider " whether the totality of the evidence is sufficient to

prove all the required elements. "' State v. Marin, 150 Wn. App. 434, 438, 208

P. 3d 1184 (2009), quoting State v. Ceglowski, 103 Wn. App. 346, 

349 -50, 12 P. 3d 160 ( 2000). 
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Mr. Gaines was convicted in Count V ofconspiracy to deliver a

controlled substance, methamphetamine. A conspiracy requires three people, 

one who delivers the controlled substance, who receives the controlled

substance and a third person who has also agreed to engage in or cause the

performance of such conduct. RCW 69.40.401( d)( 2)( a); 69. 50.
40718

In the instant case, the State failed to prove the existence of any

conspiracy. The State presented no evidence that Mr. Gaines had wired any

money to Mexico after May 29, 2013, RP69. This date was prior to the

charging period. Brandon Ryan wired money on June 20. RP68 There is no

evidence that this money was wired at the direction of Mr. Gaines. Further, 

there is no evidence that the wired money was ever received by any party, 

much less any drug dealers. The State produced no evidence that Mr. Gaines

received anything in exchange for the money. Even assuming that he may

have expected to receive something, the State had no evidence that another

party had agreed to provide that substance or even who that party was. Thus, 

there was no evidence that any third party had agreed to engage in or cause

the performance of such conduct. The State' s theory was that Mr. Gaines

wired the money for methamphetamine. RP 286. However, the State' s expert

witness on drug trafficking, Officer Schultz, testified that Mexican drug

18 Appendix M. 
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dealers would not sell a kilo of drugs for these paltry sums $900. RP 90. 

Schultz also knew that it was " common for suspects in drug cases to generate

wild fantasies to try to get immunity and trade off." RP 90. Based on the facts

in this case, Gaines clearly was trying to talk his way out of an unfortunate

situation. Schultz said that law enforcement' s job was to corroborate the

information. RP 90. He contended that Mr. Gaines' story corroborated

exactly what we observed" but he offered no details for this opinion. RP 90. 

The State also produced the testimony of Jessica Handlin who said that

she had received drugs from Mr. Gaines a few times. She did not remember

when she had done so. RP 207. However, the State failed to prove that she

received them from him on either of the earlier controlled buys. He made no

sales on the date of his arrest, June 20, 2013. 

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the State and

assuming arguendo the validity of the warrant, the State proved that police

stopped Mr. Gaines on June 20, 2013. They found no drugs in his car or on his

person. They did find a legal diet drug. Possession of this substance was

indistinguishable from possessing baking soda, baking powder, or any number

of other similar products, all of which presumably could be used for other

purposes. Even so, mere possession of them is not a criminal offense. 
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Although Mr. Gaines made statements that he was going to pick up

something from the Mexicans, his statements alone are insufficient to convict

of a crime. 

The State likewise failed to prove the alleged crime of solicitation to

deliver a controlled substance. This charge required the State to prove that, 

with intent to promote or facilitate the commission of a crime, he or an

accomplice offers to give or gives money or other thing of value to another to

engage in specific conduct that would constitute such crime or would establish

complicity of such person in its commission or attempted commission had

such crime been attempted or committed. The State' s theory here had to be

that Mr. Gaines was sending money to " the Mexicans" to get drugs to promote

or facilitate the crime of drug- dealing. 

Handlen could not provide a date when she had received

methamphetamine from Gaines. She told police that she may have sold it in

the past but there is no evidence, assuming arguendo that she bought on June

3rd from Gaines, he knew she was going to sell it. She said see purchased

methamphetamine from him for personal use in the past. RP 206

The State thus failed to prove this case even under the liberal test for

assessing the sufficiency of the evidence. There is no evidence regarding the

purpose for sending the Ryan money order [ the Gaines money order was sent
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outside the charging period]. The only evidence regarding the purpose of the

money orders was Mr. Gaines' statement to police. This was insufficient to

establish a corpus delicti for the crime. The corpus delicti rule prohibits the

admission of a confession absent prima facie evidence that a crime has been

committed. See State v. Aten, 130 Wn.2d 640, 655 - 56. 927 P.2d 210 ( 1996). 

The purpose of the rule is to prevent a person from being convicted based on a

confession to a crime that has not been committed. City ofBremerton v. 

Corbett, 106 Wn.2d 569. 576 - 77. 723 P.2d 1135 ( 1986); State v. Dodgen, 81

Wn. App. 487. 492. 915 P. 2d 531 ( 1996). 

The State had only one money order sent by codefendant to someone

in Mexico during the charging period. RP68. Nothing more. As noted herein, 

there was no independent evidence regarding the identity or occupation of the

recipient, whether the money in fact was ever received by anyone, etc. That is

insufficient to sustain a conviction for conspiracy to deliver a controlled

substance. 

Finally, the State failed to prove the charge of unlawful possession of a

firearm. The State' s evidence ofpossession depended on the testimony of

Officer Schultz. Officer Schultz' s testimony was so contradictory as to defy

credence: 
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Schultz: As we were making contact with him [Gaines], it appeared

that he was making a motion down there, which is what directed our
attention to it, meaning I wrote in my report that he placed the firearm
there. RP 47. 

Prosecutor: You say motion, can you explain that? 
Schultz: With his hands, because like I said, I was watching his hands. 
RP 47. 

Prosecutor: So you see something going on with his hands: is that
correct? RP 48. 

Schultz: Correct. RP 48. 

Prosecutor: Do you see the gun in his hands? RP 48
objection and ruling deleted] 

Schultz: I don' t recall specifically seeing the gun in his hands. I just
saw his hands moving down there and I saw the gun. RP 48. 
Prosecutor: So you see his hands motioning downward? RP 48. 
Schultz: Correct. RP 48. 
Prosecutor: And that draws your attention downward? RP 48. 
Schultz: Correct, correct. RP 48: 
Prosecutor: And that is when you see the firearm? RP 48. 
Schultz: Correct. RP 48. 

Prosecutor: So from where you are standing outside the vehicle, before
the car door is even opened, are you able to see the firearm? RP 48. 
Schultz: Not that I recall. RP 48. 
Prosecutor: So this would have been after the door was opened. RP 48. 
Schultz: After the door was opened. RP 48. 

In this case, Mr. Gaines possession of the firearm was based upon the

inconsistent and contradictory observations of Schultz. Consider that there

were four individuals in the car. Brandon Ryan, in the passenger front seat, 

also a convicted felon with a firearm disability, was found with a firearm in

his possession. Schultz admitted that he never saw the firearm in Mr. Gaines' 

physical possession. He could not have known how long it was on the floor of

the driver' s foot well. It is equally plausible that Brandon. Ryan moved the
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firearm over there as soon as he knew that police were stopping the car. It is

also possible that during the impact caused by police purposefully hitting Mr. 

Gaines' car, a firearm from the backseat was pushed on the floor from the

backseat through to the driver' s seat. 

The State could not prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Gaines

unlawfully possessed a firearm. 

If a reviewing court finds insufficient evidence to prove an element of

a crime, reversal is required. State v. Hickman, 135 Wn.2d 97, 103, 954 P.2d

900 ( 1988). In that case, the court held, " Retrial following reversal . 

for insufficient evidence is 'unequivocally prohibited' and dismissal is the

remedy." Id. 

Because the State failed to adduce sufficient evidence to prove its

charges Mr. Gaines and also convicted him of a non- existent crime, Mr. 

Gaines is entitled to the remedy of dismissal. 
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E. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Gaines respectfully asks this court to

grant his appeal and dismiss his convictions. 

DATED this % day of June, 2015. 

Barbara Corey, WSB W11778
Attorney for Appellant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: 

The undersigned certifies that on this day she delivered by
U.S. Mail or ABC -LMI delivery to the Appellate Unit, Room
946 County -City Building, Tacoma, Washington 98402 a true
and correct copy of the document to which this certificate is attached. 
This statement if certified to be true and correct under penalty of

perjury of the laws of the State of Washington. Signed at Tacoma, 
Washington on the date below. 

r1LC / 0kt C(4/(kuif, 
Date . Signature
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

CAUSE NO. 13 -1- 02515 -1

INFORMATION

Defendant. 

DOB: 7/ 29/ 1978 SEX : MALE RACE: WHITE
PCN #: 541005978 SID #: 15619093 DOL #: WA GAINEJE224M9

COUNT I

E -FIL

IN COUNTY CLE" K'S OFFICE
PIERCE COUNTY, ASHINGTON

Zb

June 21 2013 0: 44 AM

KEVIN S
COUNTY

I, MARK LINDQUIST, Prosecuting Attorney for Pierce County, in the name and by the authority
of the State of Washington, do accuse JEREMY EDWARD GAINES of the crime of UNLAWFUL

DELIVERY OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, committed as follows: 

That JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, in the State of Washington, on or about the 3rd day of June, 
2013, did unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly deliver to another, a controlled substance, to- wit: 

Methamphetamine, classified under. Schedule II of the Uniform Controlled substance Act, contrary to
RCW 69. 50.401( 1)( 2)( b), and against the peace and dignity of the State of Washington. 

COUNT II

And I, MARK LINDQUIST, Prosecuting Attorney for Pierce County, in the name and by the
authority of the State of Washington, do accuse JEREMY EDWARD GAINES of the crime of

UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM IN THE FIRST DEGREE, a crime of the same or similar

character, and/or a crime based on the same conduct or on a series of acts connected together or

constituting parts of a single scheme or plan, and/ or so closely connected in respect to time, place and . 

occasion that it would be difficult to separate proof of one charge from proof of the others, committed as

follows: 

That JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, in the State of Washington, on or about the 3rd day of June, 

2013, did unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly own, have in his possession, or under his control a

INFORMATION- 1 Office of the Prosecuting Attomey
930 Tacoma Avenue South, Room 946

Tacoma, WA 98402 -2171
Main Office (253) 798 -7400
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13- 1- 02515- 1

firearm, he having been previously convicted in the State of Washington or elsewhere of a serious

offense, as defined in RCW 9.41.010( 16), contrary to RCW 9.41. 040( 1)( a), and against the peace and

dignity of the State of Washington. 

DATED this 21st day of June, 2013. 

TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT MARK LINDQUIST

WA02703 Pierce County Prosecuting Attorney

ry By: / s/ ROBERT YU

INFORMATION- 2

ROBERT YU

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
WSB #: 40013

Office of the Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue South, Room 946

Tacoma, WA 98402-2171

Main Office (253) 798- 7400
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FILED

OPEN COURT
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

vs. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

CAUSE NO. 134- 02515- 1

PERSISTENT OFFENDER NOTICE
TIM CONVICTION) 

YOU, the above named - defendant, JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, are hereby given
NOTICE that the offense ofUNLAWFUL SOLICITATION TO DELIVER A CONTROLLED

SUBSTANCE (with a Firearm - Sentencing Enhancement), and CONSPIRACY TO DELIVER A

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE (with a Firearm- Sentencing Enhancement), with which you have

been charged, is a " Most Serious Offense" as defined in RCW 9.94A030. Ifyou are convicted

at trial or plead guilty to this charge or any other m ost serious offense, avid you haw been

convicted on two previous occasions ofother "most serious offenses," you will be classified at

sentencing as a " Persistent Offender." as defined in RCW 9.94A. 030 and your sentence will be

life without the possibility ofparole as provided in RCW 9.941.570. 
DATED this 31 5f. 

day of October, 2013. 

MARX LINDQUIST
Pierce ounty Prosecuting Attorney

By: .., R, C_..., QQ,:- 
JES WILLIAMS

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
WSB # 35543

jcw

PERSISTENT OFFENDER NOTICE - 1
obpaist3s. dot

Office of Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 98402 -2171
Telephone: (253) 798 -7400
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY
SEARCH WARRANT

Evidence) 

STATE OF WASHINGTON

County ofPierce
ss. 

CDT No. 

THE STATE OF WASHINGTON TO THE SHERIFF OR ANY PEACE OFFICEROF SAID COUNTY: 

WHEREAS, A. Schultz ti15I has this day made complaint on oath to the undersigned one of the judges of
the above entitled court in and for said county that on or about the 3rd of June 2013 and continuing until the
present in Pierce County, Washington, a felony, to -wit: Unlawful Delivery of a Controlled Substance
Methamphetamine) 69.50.401, was committed by the act; procurement or omission of another, and that the

following evidence, to -wit, 

1.. • Controlled substances, including but not limited to Methainphetainine... 

2, Safes, books; records, receipts, notes, ledgers, and other papers relating to the transport, ordering, 
purchase and distribution of controlled substances, in particular Methamphetamine. If a lockbox • 

or safe is found, and it cannot be opened, it Is to be removed from the scene and opened by a
locksmith within a reasonable amount of time. 

3. Addresses and or telephone books and papers reflecting names, addresses, and or telephone
numbers, including, but not limited to names of addresses of, and/ or telephone numbers ofco- 
conspirators in the distribution; purchase, and possession ofMethamphetamine, or other Illegal

narcotics. Telephone bills which may tend to establish the identity of co- conspirators who do not
live within the same area code. 

4. Books, records, receipts, bank statements and records, money drafts letters of credit, money orders
and cashier' s checks receipts, passbooks bank checks and other items evidencing the obtaining, 
secreting, transfer and or concealment of and/or expenditure of money. Bank cards, credit cards, 
billing records pertaining to same. 

5. Photographs, in particular, photographs of co- conspirators, assets and or controlled substances, in
particular Methamphetamine. 

6. Drug paraphernalia, including materials for packaging, separating„ weighing„ and distributing
Methamphetamine including, but not limited to baggies, scales, and heat sealers. 

7. Indicia ofoccupancy, residency, dominion. and control and/or the ownership of the place and
vehicles described in the search warrant, including but not limited to telephone bills, canceled
envelopes and keys. 

8. Computer records, software, diskettes, tapes, printouts relating to the transportation and
distribution -af - controlled- substancek in- particularMethamphetamine -or-other-narcotics- 

9. United States currency. 

10. Firearms and ammunition. 

Evidence warrant Page 1 Officer Al Schultz
Tacoma Police Department

3701 South Pine.Street

Tacoma WA 98409

253) 591 -5896
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11. Any documentation and/or notations referring to the computer, the contents afthe computer, the
use of the computer, or any computer software and/or communications. All information within
the above listed items including, but not limited to machine readable data, all previously erased
data, and any personal communications including but not limited to e-mail, chat capture, capture
files, correspondence stored in electronic form. 

12. Personal communications in electronic or written form including, but not limited to e-mail, chat
capture, capture isles, correspondence stored in electronic or written form, and/or correspondence

exchanged in electronic or written.form as indicative.of use•in obtaining, maintenance, and/or
evidence ofsaid offense and/or indicative ofother victims as yet unknown. 

is material to the investigation or prosecution of the above described felony and that said A. Schultz #1151
verily believes said evidence is concealed in or about a particular house, person, place or thing, to -wit: 

1. The apartment located at 1207 S Altheimer #4. Tacoma, WA
2. The person of Jessica Ann Handlen DOB 04 -29 -1986

currently residing at the above listed residence. 
3. The person ofJeremy Edward Gaines DOB 07-29-1978
4. The residence of Jeremy E. Gaines at 15801 Canyon Rd E Puyallup, WA a 1. 5 story single family

residence. Green in color with white trim (search is to include any outbuildings or other parked
vehicles at this specific location). 

5. The vehicleWA License AKZ7273 a white 2013 Dodge Charger registered to and driven by
Jeremy E. Gaines Registered at the above listed address at 15801 Canyon Rd E. 

THEREFORE, in the name of the State ofWashington, ashington, you are commanded that within ten days from this
date, with necessary and proper assistance you enter into and/ or search the said house, person, place or
thing, to -wit: 

1. The apartment located at 1207S Altheimer #4 Tacoma, WA
2, The person ofTessica Ann Handlen DOB 04-29- 1986

currently residing at the above listed residence. 
3. The person ofleremy Edward Gaines DOB 07 -29 -1978
4. The residence ofJeremy E, Gaines at 15801 Canyon Rd E Puyallup, WA a 1. 5 story single family

residence. Green in color with white trim (search is to include any outbuildings or other parked
vehicles at this specific location), 

5. The vehicle WA License AKZ7273 a white 2013 Dodge Charger registered to and driven by
Jeremy E. Gaines Registered at the above listed address at 15801 Canyon Rd E. 

And then and there diligently search for said evidence, and any other_ And ifsame, or evidence
material to the investigation or prosecution ofsaid felony or any part thereof, be found on such search, 
bring the same forthwith before me, to be disposed ofaccording to the law. 

And to seize all controlled substances there found, together with the vessels in which they are contained
and all implements, furniture and fixtures used or kept for the illegal manufacture, sale, barter, exchange, 
giving- away; . famishedrer- other -wise - disposed -o €such - controlled- substances ; -and-anypapers; documents.o, 
other matter tending to establish the identity of- persons exercising dominion and/or control over the
premises, or any controlled substances found therein, and to safely keep the same and to make a return of
said warrant within three days, showing all acts and Things done there under, with n• particular statement of
all articles seized and the name of-the person or persons in whose possession the same were found, if any, 
and if no person be found in possession of such articles the return shall so state. 

Evidence warrant Page 2 . Officer Al Schultz
Tacoma Police Department

3701 South Pine Street
Tacoma WA 98409

253) 591 -5896
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A copy of said warrant shall be served upon the person or persons found in possession ofsuch controlled
substances, furniture or f vtures' sa seized, and lino person be found in possession thereof, a copy of said
warrant shall be posted upon the door of the building or room where the same was found, or If there is no
door, then in any conspicuous place upon the premises. You are also commanded in the name of the State
ofWashington to arrest any person or persons who is a resident ofor found to be in possession of
controlled substances during such search ssntl bririg.them i tsz court to be • alt with according to law, Bail
is to be set in open court. ' 

GIVEN UNDER MY HAND this / 77 day of

SZt
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

2013

Evidence warrant Page 3 OfficerAl Schultz

Tacoma Police Department
370] South Pine Street

Tacoma WA 92409

253) 591- 5896

Me,' Wit. >a
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY
COMPLAINT FOR SEARCH WARRANT

STATE OF WASHINGTON

County ofPierce
0

No., 

THE STATE OF WASHINGTON TO THE SHERIFF OR ANY PEACE OFFICER OF SAID COUNTY: 

WHEREAS, A. Schulti #15.1 has this day made complaint on oath to the undersigned one of the judges of
the above entitled court in and for said county that on or about the 3rd oflune 2013 and continuing until the
present in Pierce County, Washington, a felony, to -wit: Unlawful Delivery of a Controlled Substance • 
methamphetamine) 69.50.401, was committed by the act,'procurement or omission of another, and that the

following evidence, to -wit: 

1. Controlled substances, including but not limited to methamphetamine. 

2. Safes, books, records, receipts, notes, Iedgers, and other papers relating to the transport, ordering, 
purchase and distribution of' controlled substances, in particular (but not limited to) 
methamphetamine. Ifa lock -box or safe is found, and it cannot be opened, it is to be removed
from the scene and opened by a locksmith within a reasonable amount of time. 

3. Addresses and or telephone books and papers reflecting names,• addresses, and or telephone
numbers, including; but not limited to names of addresses of, and/or telephone numbers ofco- 
conspirators in the distribution, purchase, and possession of methamphetamine, or other illegal
narcotics. Telephone bills which may tend to establish the identity of co- consplrators who do not
Live within the same area code. 

4. Books, records, receipts, bank statements and records, money drafts letters of credit, money orders
and cashier' s checks receipts, passbooks bank checks end other items evidencing the obtaining, 
secreting, transfer and or concealment of, and/or expenditure ofmoney. Bank cards, credit cards, 
billing records pertaining to same. 

5. Photographs, in particular, photographs ofco- conspirators, assets and or controlled substances, in
particular rnethamphetamine. 

6. • Drug-paraphernalia, including materials for packaging, separating, weighing, and distributing
methamphetamine including„ but not limited to Niggles, scales, and heat sealers. 

7. Indicia ofoccupancy, residency, dominion and control and/or the ownership of the place and
vehicles described in the search warrant, including but not limited to telephone bills, canceled
envelopes and keys. 

8. Computer records, software, diskettes, tapes, printouts relating to the transportation and
distribution of controlled substances, in particular methamphetamine or other narcotics. 

41 / 47. 

9. United States currency. 

10. Firearms and ammunition. 

Evidence warrant Page 1 Officer Al Schultz

Tacoma Police Department
3701 South Pine Street

Tacoma WA 98409
253) 591 -5896
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11. Any documentation and/or notations referring to the computer, the contents of the computer, the
use ofthe computer, or any computer soil- were and/ or communications. All information within

the above listed items including, but not limited to machine readable data,•all-previously erased
data, and any personal communications including but not limited to e- mail, chat capture, capture
files, correspondence stored in electronic form. 

12. Personal communications in electronic or written form including, but not limited to e-mail, chat
capture, capture files, correspondence stored in electronic or written form, and/or correspondence
exchanged. in eiectrcmicor•' vritten' forin as indicrativn ofuse in: obta'uting; mnintcnano; and/or
evidence ofsaid offense and/or indicative ofothervictims as yet unknown. • 

is material, to the investigation or prosecution of the above described felony and that said A. Schultz I151
verily believes said evidence is oncealed in or about a particular house; person, place or thing, to -wit: 

1. The apartment located•at 1207 S Altheimer .414 Tacoma, WA
2. .. The person of Jessica Ann Handlen DOB 04-29- 1986

currently residing'at•the above listed residence. 
3. The person ofJeremy Edward Gaines DOB .07 -29 -1978
4. The residence ofJeremy E. Gaines at 15801 Canyon Rd E Puyallup, WA a 1. 5 story single family

residence. Green in color with white trim (search is to include any outbuildings or other parked
vehicles at this specific location). 

5. The vehicle WA License AKZ7273 a white 2013 Dodge Charger registered to. and driven by
Jeremy E. Gaines Registered at the above listed address at 15801 Canyon Rd E. 

THEREFORE, in the name of the State ofWashington, you are commanded that within ten days from this
date, with necessary and proper assistance you enter into and/ or search the said house, person, place or
thing, to -wit: 

1. : The apartment located at 1207 S Altheimer 444 Tacoma, .WA
2. The person ofJessica "Ann Handlen DOB 04 -29 -1986

currently residing at the above listed residence. 
3. The person ofleremy Edward Gaines DOB 07-29-1978
4. The residence of Jeremy E, Gaines at 15801 Canyon RdE Puyallup, WA a 1, 5 story single family

residence. Green in color with white trim (search is to include any outbuildings or other parked
vehicles at this specific location), 

5. The vehicle WA License AKZ7273 a white.2013. Dodge Charger registered to and driven by
Jeremy E. Gaines Registered atthe above listed address at I5801 Canyon Rd E. 

And then and there diligently search for said evidence, and any other. And ifsame, or evidence
material to the investigation or prosecution ofsaid felony or any part thereof, be found on such search, 
bring the same forthwith before me, to be disposed ofaccording to the law. 

And to seize all controlled substances there found, together with the vessels in which they are contained
and all implements, furniture and fixtures used or kept for the illegal manufacture, sale, barter, exchange, 
giving away, furnished, or otherwise disposed of such controlled substances, and any papers, documents or
othermatter tending to estshlisirilre' i'dennty ofpersons exercising dominion arid/or control over the
premises, or any controlled substances found therein, and to safely keep the same and to make a return of
said warrant within three days, showing all acts and things done there under, with a particular statement of
all articles seized and the name of the person or persons in whose possession the same were found, if any, 
and ifno person be found in possession of such articles the return shall so state. 

Evidence warrant Page 2 Officer Al Schultz
Tacoma Police Department

3701 South Pine Street

Tacoma WA 98409

253) 591- 5896
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A copy ofsaid warrant shall be served upon the person or persons found in possession ofsuch controlled
substances, furniture or fixtures so seiied, and ifno person be found in possession thereof, a copy ofsaid
warrant shall be posted upon the door ofthe building or room where the same was found, or•ifthere is no
door, then in any conspicuous place upon the premises. You are also commanded in the name ofthe State
ofWashington to arrest any person or persons who is a resident ofor found to be in possession of
controlled substances during such search and bring them into court to be dealt with according to law. Bail
is to.be set in open court. 

Your affrant is a member of the TPD Special Investigations Division. O 6/ 03/ 2 3 at approximately
1230 hrs your affiant was contacted by CI# 981 regarding a subject they I d been ntroduced to over the
weekend who had boasted ofdealing large quantities of methamphetamine in'iiaHilltop area ofTacoma. 
Per the CI, the subject had been introduced to them only as " Jessica ", a W/F with long dark hair. The CI
added that "Jessica" had provided them with the.'phone -number (253) 230 -9464 with which to call her when
the CI was ready to purchase quantities ofmeth. Per the CI, "Jessica" stated that she would only sell in
quantities ofa quarter ounce or larger. I noted that on the street this amount was significant when most . 
users only purchase a gram or slightly more than a gram. (There are 26 grams -to the ounce). 

Your afflant asked the CI if they would attempt to arrange a narcotics transaction with this " Jessica" in my
presence using the number they had provided, The CI called the listed number, and a transaction was
scheduled for later that afternoon. I obtained pre- recorded narcotics funds from our SID vault. Officer
Buchanan and I met with the CI and I searched the person of the CI and their vehicle in the presence of
Officer Buchanan for any narcotics, paraphernalia, weapons and money wlth none being found. I .provided
the CI with the pre - recorded narcotics funds and we followed them to the vicinity of the transaction. 
Jessica" had asked the CI to meet them in the 1300 block of S " G" St. Surveillance units set up in the area

and watched as the CI waited in their vehicle. After a while I contacted the CI and asked them to call
Jessica" again, which the CI did. Per the CI, "Jessica" stated that she was currently " out" of

methamphetamine and was wafting for her source to show up and invited the CI over to her apartment
located at 1207 S Altheimer Apt #4. I advised surveillance units of this updated information. 

We observed as the CI' walked away from their vehicle towards the location. Surveillance units observed a
W/F exit 1207 S A.Itheimer and contact the Cl. This subject was positively identified at this time as Jessica
Ann Handlen DOB 04/29/ 1986 and hereafter referred to as S) HANDLEN. The CI waited outside the
apartment with S) HANDLEN until her " source arrived. When her source arrived, S) HANDLEN asked the
CI to remain where they were while S HANDLEN contacted their source. Surveillant - teas ooservedas

contacte • a + hate Dodge Charger registered to Jeremy Edward Gaines DOB
07/2878. A routine records check corroborated that the driver matched the descrrptiorrof registered
owner hereafter referred to as S) GAINES) and that the RO had prior criminal history for weapons
violations, and narcotics.' After briefly meeting with S) GAINES N returned to the C d
tom le P trausget an During this time the surveillance team split up with a portion remaining with

NDLEN and the CI and the remainder following S) GAINES away. 

Shortly after thetransaction was completed the CI left S) HANDLEN who had returned to her apartment, 
and proceeded directly to our pre- determined safe meeting location to turn over the narcotics. The CI was
under constant visual surveillance during the entire transaction. I again searched the person ofthe CI and
their vehicle for any other narcotics, paraphernalia, weapons and money finding none. 1 field tested the
suspected narcotics and noted that they field tested positive as methamphetamine. I placed the

aethumpiretamine-into-prop-erty: Yreienstrttircerarthis time andjoined surveillance unr as t ey followed
S) GAINES around. 

Over the course of the following week, continued surveillance determined that S) GAINES was in fact
residing at 15801 Canyon Rd E in Puyallup, as stated on his vehicle registration. I noted that a routine
records check ofS) GAINES revealed that he had extensive violent criminal history to include UPOF, 
Evidence warrant Page 3 Officer Al Schultz

Tacoma Police Department
3701 South Pine Street

Tacoma WA 98409
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Assault 1, Assault 2, ? SP 1, and Burglary 1. During continued surveillance ofS) I.IANDLEN it was
determined that she was residing at 1207 S AitheimerApt#4. Aroutine records check determined that
S) HANDLEN had extensive criminal history' for UDCS,•UPCS Win tent, Escape from-Custody andObstructing. ' 

On 06 -12 -2  3 I contacted the CI and requested that they' attempt to arrange another narcotics transaction
w - r

DLEN. Per conversation it was apparent That S) HANDLEN had re -upped from S)GAINES the
night before and was " holding° some narcotics, specifically methamphetamine for distribution. The CI
arranged ip purchase a quantity ofnarcotics YtonfS)HANDLEN that afternoon. I obiained' narcotics ituiids. ' 
from our SID vault. Officer Kim and I met with the CI and I searched the person ofthe CI and their vehicle
in the presence of-Officer Xim for any narcotics, paraphernalia, weapons and money with none being
found. I provided the CI with narcotics • funds and we -followed them to S) HANDLEN's apartment building
Located at 1207 5 Altheimer. S) IIANDLEN•met with the CI inside the apartment building and conducted
the transaction. A. short while later, the CI exited the apartment and returned to a pre - arranged meeting
location where' the CI promptly turned over the narcotics to me,' I again searched the person" of the CI and
their vehicle ( in the presence of Officer Kim) for any other narcotics, paraphernalia, weapons and mosey .. finding none. I field tested the suspected narcotics and noted thnt they field tested,positive as . 
methnmphetamine. I placed the methamphetamine into property. I released the CI at this time. 

It is your afiiant' s training and experience that drug dealers often use vehicles, and/or persons within
the vehicles, as well as persons within residences, to conceal and carry the Controlled Substances to /at
places for sale or for storage. When storing or concealing the Controlled Substances in vehicles, drug , 
dealers often conceal the drugs and/or assets in concealed areas ofthe vehicle to avoid detection by police. 
When storing Controlled Substances at residences, drug dealers often conceal drugs and drug related assetsin hiding places upon the curtilage of the residence or place to avoid detection by police and to avoid theft

other members of the criminal narcotics community. 

It is your effiant' s training and experience that it is common practice for narcotic traffickers to maintain
in their residences, records relating to their narcotics trafficking activities. This is because narcotic
traffickers' are frequently ' fronted' ( to sellan consignment) narcotics to distribute. The narcotic trafficker
will reimbursethe supplier who ' fronted' the narcotics, while keeping part of the proceeds for themselves. 
Such record keeping is necessary to keep track ofamounts.paid and owed to suppliers and to keep track ofamounts owed by customers, • 

Additionally,"narcotic traffickers, to assist in the efficient distribution ofnarcotics, frequently keep
telephone and/or address listings ofsuppliers and customers. Furthermore it is also consistent for narcotic
traffickers to utilize multiple residences to conceal large sums of currency that are proceeds ofnarcotic
trafficking (or for the purchase oflarge quantities of parcotics), and/or.quantities.of narcotics. This purpose
ofdividing and concealing their narcotics monies and narcotics is to prevent law enforcement or otherdealers/users from seizing or locating All of their money and /or narcotics It is also common for narcotic
traffickers to utilize wire transfer, money orders, or cashiers checks to purchase narcotics form suppliers or
to transfer money to associates or associated accounts, These types of transactions produce receipts, which
are routinely found in the residences of the narcotic traffickers. 

The_reliability of the confidential and reliable informant ishassed on the fa_ ctthat thev aveparticr p̀mad in
two ( 2) controlled reliability buys (each), wherein the confidential and reliable informant purchasedcantro e• su. ces ar ea ". ant at ocatronsw e she stated controlled substances could be
purchased. On etch ocioc '-'nthecone dentiei an re ra a fi ' ormant was searched for controlled substances
with none being located. On each occasion, the confidential and reliable informant was supplied with
funds from the Tacoma Police Special Investigations narcotics investigative fund, to make purchases of
controlled substances. The confidential and reliable informant was observed contacting a subject on The
street and arranging to purchase •narcotics and then conducting the narcotic transaction. The confidential
and reliable informant was constantly observed during the transaction and atter was followed to a
Evidence warrant Page 4 Officer Al Schultz
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prearranged location where they turned over the narcotics to your affiant. The confidential and reliableinformant was again searched for controlled substances, with no additional controlled substances found. 
The reliability ofthe confidential and reliable infnrmant.(CI 419& 4):is further supported by the fact thathe/she has, been involved in the local drug scene for nearly ( 14) years and is familiar with the controlled
substances heroin, methamphetemine and powder cocaine, illicit prescription drugs and marijuana. The
confidential and reliable informant has also displayed a'working knowledge is your aunt ofthe street
prices of the controlled substances heroin, cocaine; prescription pills and marijuana, as well as normalpackagiug,rnethods used for the illicit street sales. 

Additionally, your affiant believes that the identity of the informant should remain confidential. Your
affiant further believes that the disclosure of their identities would expose them to retaliation by membersof the criminal narcotics community, Your want also believes that the revelation ofthe informants
identity would render him/her inoperative for any future investigation wherein he/she may be able to renderassistance to your affiant. 

Your affiant has been a full time commissioned Law Enforcement Officer for over 9 years. Your affiant
was employed with the City ofTacoma Police Department from April 2003 until the present. YourAffanthas made or assisted in making over 400 narcotics related arrests. Your Affiant is currently assigned to. Tecoina Police Department' s Special Investigation' s Division, which Is tasked with investigating narcoticsand vice. Your Affiant Is also assigned to the Department' s SWAT team and has served in that capacityfrom September of2005 to present. Your afflant has received specialized training regarding theidentification and packaging ofnarcotics while at the Basic Law Enforcement Academy and while
attending an 80 hour DEABasic Narcotics Investigations course. Additionally, your affiant has attended a40 hour Narcotics Interdiction Course, and a 40 hour Undercover Narcotics Officer course. Prior to
employment with the City of Tacoma PD, your Affiant also served in a reserve capacity as a Reserve PatrolOfficer for the City ofFife PD from January 2000 through January 2002, Your Affiant has received in- 
service training in identifying Controlled Substances, including cocaine, both powder and crack, heroin, 
metharnphetamine and marijuana as well as training on narcotics trafficking methodology from SpecialInvestigations Unit Detectives. 

GIVEN UNDER MY HAND t{tis /&' day of 2013

tSt
Officer Albert A. Schultz #15

9c4
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

Evidence warrant
Page 5
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TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT

PIERCE COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT
OTHER: 

LOCATION: 

6.0cc ' 4.2,•'-/dyv. 

OFFICER: 

51. 
NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) 

DATE

k'nit-5

TIME

DATE OF BIRTH):' 

INCIDENT
NUMBER

ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS

Before•questioning and the making of any statement, I am going to advise you of your rights: 
You have the right to remain silent; 

Any statement that you do make can be used as evidence against you in a court of law; (if you are under the
age of 18, anything you do say may be used against you in Juvenile Court or ifyou•are transferred to an adult
status, then anything you say may be used against you in criminal proceedings In Adult Court); 

You have the right at this time to talk to an attorney of your choice and to have your.attorney present beforeand during questioning and the making of any statement; 

if you cannot afford an attorney, you are entitled to have one appointed for you without cost to you and to have
the attorney present at any time during any questioning and the making of any statement

5. ' 

You may stop answering questions or ask for an attorney at any time during any questioning and the makingof any statement. - 

To be asked by the officer: . 

1. Do you understand each of these rights l have explained to you? 

2:-- Having be mna-de- fallyawv
eof-the e—rtliTS; do you voluntarily wish to answer questions now? 

WITNESS G.NATURE

Z -2941a

WITNESS' PRINTED NAME/ TITLE

IVgG -s , 19 v

WITNESS' SIGNATURE

WITNESS' PRINTED NAME/ TITLE
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DATE: D6 - 20 - 2013 02 :29: 3S PM TTyyppe: Received
SUBJECT: AM: TACSO, OL"YDC, MACPD
Message: 

AM. WA03401BG. TACBO OLYDC, TACPD. + 03S0007NFD. TXT
TO:• pZERCE COUNTY JAIL ATTN: BOOKINGSUBJECT: RYAN, BRANDON LEE OCA/ DOC: 796490

WASHTNG'1'ON STATE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
S E C R E T A R Y ' S W A R R A N T

SEX / M RAC / 73 TOE/ 19800924 ' BGT / 508 WGT / 190 EYES / BLt7 HAIR /BRO
WARRANT TYPE: 1X3 OAA t ] CCI t ] MIS
NOT supaEC' TO BAIL WE WZLL EXTRADITE

DOC WILL COORDINATE TRANSPORTATION ARRANGEMENTS

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS BAS JURISDICTION ON A>30V.E SUBJECTFOR WASHINGTON STATE SUPERIOR COURT CRIMINAL CONVICTION( 

CAUSE / 27- 082.053000 ' CHARGE / BAIL JUMP WITH CLASS H OR C FELONY27- 091053288 iaossassiON OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE

THERE IS REASONABLE CAUSE TO BELIEVE THE ABOVE NAMED PERSOr - EtAs VIOLATED ACONDITION OF COi+Il+1IINITY CUSTODY. PURSUANT TO REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON STATUTES 9. 94A. 6331 AND 9.. 94.A. 740, YOU ARE AUTHORIZED AND DIRECTEDTO ARREST THE OFFENDER AND PLACES SIN OR ERR IN TOTAL
CONFINEMENT PENDING DISPOSITION OF THE VIOLATION. 

DEPARTMENT • OF CORRECTIONS STAPP' WZ:LL BE NOTIFIED TO SERVE THE OFFENDER WITH DOCSECRETARY' S WARRANT. 

DATED: 20130620
DEPARTMENT OP CORRECTIONSREFER: WARRANTS MP

06/ 20/ 2013, 14: E9:3a TEL: 360 -72S - 8888
MICE: UNKNOWN
Source: OLDCD
To: TACSO
ISN: 03SO007NGU
REF: 03= 00000R
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SUPERIOR. COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

vs. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

Plaint', 

Defendant. 

CAUSE NO. 13- 1- 02515 -1

ORDER REGARDING COMPETENCY
OF DEFENDANT

THIS MATTER is before the court pursuant to the defendant' s court ordered evaluation
for competency at Western State Hospital. In accordance with RCW 10.77.060 the defendant
has been evaluated, and the court has reviewed the report ofRichard Yocum, Ph.1i, Licensed
Psychologist, dated August 20, 2014, having considered the records and files in this matter, 
Competency Report, and the comments ofcounsel for the State and defendant, the court is
satisfied that the defendant is competent to understand the proceedings against him, and to assist
in his own defense- Accordingly, it is hereby

ORDER REGARDING COMPETENCYTENCY
OF DEFENDANT - 1
mktoi(1comp. dot

Office of Prosecuting Atturney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 98402 -2171
Telephone: ( 253) 79S -7400
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13- 1- 02515- 1

ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that defendant, JEREMY EDWARD

GAMS, is competent to understand the present criminal proceedings against him, and to assist
in his own defense. 

TfT

DONE IN OPEN COURT this ( 1) day ofAft 'gist, 2014_ 

Presented by: 

JESSE WILLIAMS

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
WSB# 33543

GEOFFREY COLBURN CROSS
Attorney for Defendant
WSB# 3089

ajm

ORDER REGARDING COlvIPETENCY
OF DEFENDANT - 2
mhardcorrip. dot

Office of Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. Room 946
Tacoma. Washington 98402-2171
Telephone: ( 253) 798-7400
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TO: Ginny Dale
Human Resources Director
Pierce County Human Resources
615 S. 9th Street

Tacoma, WA 98405

pchumanresources@co.pierce.wa.us

AND TO: Jim Brownell

Whistleblower Manager

Washington State Auditor' s Office
P. O. Box 40031

Olympia, WA 98504

jim.brownell@sao.wa.gov

WHISTLEBLOWER COMPLAINT
PCC 3. 14

RCW 42.21

IMPROPER GOVERNMENTAL ACTION

BY

MARK LINDQUIST, PIERCE COUNTY PROSECUTOR

DATED MAY 21, 2015
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INTRODUCTION

This whistleblower complaint is filed under PCC 3. 14 and RCW 42.21. ft alleges improper
government actions by Mark Lindquist, the Prosecuting Attorney ofPierce County. The information
below is true and correct to the best of the complainant' s knowledge. Most of the information is based
on firsthand knowledge while other is from sources the complainant believes are reliable. The
complainant believes a full investigation will support a finding of the improper government actions
alleged and may uncover further improper actions unknown to complainant. Further, given, the nature
of the complaints and the office affected, the complainant believes a full investigation is necessary for
the safety and well -being ofthe public. 

L VIOLATION OF STATE OR FEDERAL LAWS OR COUNTY ORDINANCES
A. Violation of State and Federal Labor Relations Acts
I. Interference with Union Elections

Most of the Deputy Prosecuting Attorneys (DPAs) in the Pierce County Prosecutor' s Office are
represented by the Pierce County Prosecuting Attorneys' Association ( PCPAA). Lindquist and other
management DPAs (division chiefs) are excluded from the PCPAA. In 2014, the PCPAA held an
election for its officers. DPA :Tames Schacht filed to run for a vice presidential position. Initially, no
one else filed against Schacht. Lindquist feels Schacht has been unduly critical. of Lindquist. 

DPA Erika. Nohavec then filed against Schacht for the union officer position. Nohavec is a
friend of Lindquist' s and the two are often seen together socializing. Lindquist then directed non -guild
member management DPAs to tell guild member DPAs they should vote for Nohavec over Schacht in
the PCPAA election. At least some management DPAs followed Lindquist' s directive, including
Misdemeanor Division Chief Timothy Lewis. Lewis encouraged the office' s newest DPAs to vote for
Nohavec over Schacht. One DPA, Annie Gutierrez, felt the pressure by Lewis was inappropriate and
reported the interference to guild officer DPA Lisa Wagner. 

2, Elimination ofUnion Position without Notice

In 2013 former DPA Grant Blinn decided to seek the Lakewood Municipal Court Judge
position. Blinn was then the Chiefof the Misdemeanor Division. In order to support Blinn' s candidacy, 
Lindquist moved Blinn from Misdemeanor Division Chief to leader of the homicide trial team— one of

several trial teams in the felony division. Lindquist believed the title of "homicide chief' would help
Blinn' s application. 

However, division leaders are not guild members and are paid a higher salary than trial team
leaders. The move would have cost Blinn several thousands of dollars in annual salary, so Lindquist
reclassified the homicide trial team into a " division" in order to keep Blinn' s salary the same. This
division" had and still has only one DPA. the division chief himself. Lindquist made this change

unilaterally and without notice to the PCPAA, despite the fact that the action eliminated a voting
PCPAA DPA position. 

3. Proposed Retribution against .DPAs for Statements at PCPAA Meeting
On May 1, 2015, DPA Brian Leech spoke out at a PCPAA meeting against approving an

am.icus brief to be filed by the PCPAA in support ofLindquist in litigation pending before the



Washington Supreme Court. On. Monday, May 4, 2015, . Lindquist proposed reassigning Leech from
the felony property crimes trial team to the juvenile division in retaliation for the comments. 

Potential Witnesses: Dawn Farina, Stephen Penner, John Sheeran, Jared Ausserer, Gregory Greer, 
Timothy Lewis, Annie Guitierrez, Lisa Wagner, James Schacht, Brian Leech, Grant Blinn

B. Violation of State and Federal Family Leave Acts
In 2013, Lindquist directed then -Chief Criminal Deputy Phil Sorensen to contact DPA Jared

Ausserer, then team leader ofthe special assault trial team, while Ausserer was at home on family
leave with the birth ofhis child, and to instruct Ausserer to come into the office while still on family
leave in order to refile charges in the State v. Lynn Daising case ( see Section II, Abuse of Authority, 
below). 

Witnesses: JaredAusserer, Phil Sorensen

C. Violation of State and Federal Equal Employment Acts

Lindquist prefers to hire and surround himself with physically attractive people. Accordingly, 
jobs are offered to, and preferred assignment are given to, attractive people over potentially more
qualified candidates. Lindquist has jokingly used the phrase " the person meets our hiring criteria" as a
euphemism for being physically attractive. 

Example: Every year, the Appeals Division hires two new law students for two -year internships. In
2013, Lindquist passed over the top choice of the head of the Appeals Division and selected
two lesser -ranked choices because the top candidate was overweight. One of these two
choices then decided at the last minute not to start the position, leaving the Appeals Division
one intern short for the next two full years. 

Example: In 2013, Lindquist decided to create a ' public information officer' and selected a brand new
legal assistant with no experience in media relations to fill the position. The basis for the
decision appeared to be that she was young and physically attractive. Lindquist gave her an . 
office right next to his. The woman, who had been hired to be a legal assistant, ended up
quitting after having to write press releases about some of the county' s most horrific crimes. 

Example: In 2013, one of the legal assistants in the homicide unit left the office for other employment
and a replacement needed to be reassigned there. The homicide legal assistants sit in an area
that Lindquist walks by every time he goes to his office. When candidates were discussed, 
Lindquist made the final decision, stating that his decision was based in part on the fact that
he would have to walk past the person every day. 

Example: in 2014, three full -time DPA positions became available in the Misdemeanor

Misdemeanor Chief Timothy Lewis ranked the candidates, all of whom had already been

3



working in the division as interns or volunteers. One such intern/volunteer was Crystal
Gunder. Lewis ranked her seventh out of seven with serious concerns about her competence. 
Lindquist chose Gunder and instructed Lewis to make her " passable." Again, the only
apparent basis for the decision was that Lindquist found her attractive. Since then, Gunder
has lost 12 of 13 trials and does not appear able to do her job competently, despite the efforts
of supervisors and mentors. 

Witnesses: Dawn Farina. Stephen Penner, John Sheeran, Timothy Lewis, Kit Proctor, Lisa Hillzgoss
D. Evasion ofPublic Records Act

Lindquist directs employees to avoid email, especially for sensitive subjects, and admonishes
employees who fail to follow the directive. 

Lindquist schedules meetings on his calendar without indicating what the meeting is about, 
rather it just says " Meeting" to avoid disclosing meeting agendas through potential public records
requests. 

In early 2015, Lindquist called Penner, private phone to private phone, about a work matter, to
wit: the Washington Supreme Court' s reversal of the conviction in State v. Darcus Allen. Lindquist
told Penner to read a newspaper article about it, then call him back. Penner called back using his work
phone and Lindquist admonished him for putting Lindquist' s private cell number in his PRA- available
work phone call logs. Lindquist required Penner to call him back with his private phone. The next day, 
Lindquist again admonished Penner for not being a team player. 

Witnesses: Stephen Penner, Kelly Kelstrup, Dawn Farina, John Sheeran, Jared Ausserer, Kit Proctor, 
Doug Vanscoy, Denise Greer

E. Violation of Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses ( Rights ofCrirninal Defendants) 
In 2014, over 30 local attorneys filed affidavits in pending litigation (Ames v. Pierce County) 

accusing Lindquist of withholding evidence and defamation and/ or urging the trial court not to impose
CR 11 sanctions against the attorney who had brought the suit. Lindquist dubbed these attorneys the
confederacy of dunces," a reference to the quote by author Jonathan Swift: "When a true genius

appears, you can know him by this sign: that all the dunces are in a confederacy against him." 
Presumably, Lindquist considers himself the " true genius." 

Lindquist directed team leaders to instruct DPAs not to give good deals to these attorneys, 
especially attorney Gary Clower, whom Lindquist believed was the leader of the group, based on his
role in the State v. Lynn Dalsing case [ see Section 111. Abuse ofAuthority, below]. 

Lindquist keeps a list of high-profile media cases and instructs that good deals should not be
given on those cases because the public will notice. One such case was a defendant who had
embezzled money from a school district, and his attorney was Gary Clower. When the case was
initiated, Penner instructed property trial team negotiator Frank Krall to treat the case like any other
case. Accordingly, after the defendant paid 75% of the restitution, down to the $ 5000 guideline for the
office diversion program, Kral! agreed to dismiss the case to the diversion program. Lindquist became
upset because he did not want the media reporting the case had been dismissed, and further because

4



Clower was the attorney. Penner and Krall were admonished for dismissing a media case, especially
one where the defendant was represented by Clower. 

Thereafter, Lindquist accused Penner of not having passion for the office. When Penner replied
he had a passion for justice, Lindquist replied, " Justice is a platitude." Lindquist instructed Penner to

direct trial team negotiator DPAs not to give good deals to defendants represented by anyone in his
confederacy of dunces.' When Penner declined to do so for ethical reasons. Lindquist instructed

Felony Division Chief John Sheeran to deliver the directive, which he did. DPAs were also told not to
be seen being friendly to these attorneys, lest their careers be adversely affected. 

Witnesses: Dawn Farina, Stephen Penner, John Sheeran, .Timothy Lewis, Michelle Hyer, FrankKrall, 
Heather Songer, Raymond Odell, Gary Clower, Bryan Hershman

F. Violation of Whistleblower Act

On May 13, 2015, DPA Steven Merrival filed a whistleblower complaint against Lindquist. 
Merrival made the complaint public and provided copies to the media. Merrival gave a quote to the

Tacoma News Tribune and appeared on camera for television news. In response, Lindquist directed
Farina to appear on camera and Denise Greer to provide a quote to the newspaper. Both did and both

accused Merrival, of being disgruntled because he had been passed over for leadership positions. 
Merrival was the drug trial team negotiator, enjoyed his position, and never sought a leadership
position from Lindquist—all ofwhich Lindquist knew. 

Lindquist then called at least two meetings ofoffice leaders (trial team and division leaders) as

well as smaller meetings of top leadership DPAs. in these meetings Lindquist said Merrival had a
meltdown" and was not acting "adult and mature." After the meetings, Penner recommended

Lindquist stop criticizing Merrival publicly. Penner also suggested the comments already made, 
including the news comments, could be the basis for a whistleblower retaliation lawsuit; Denise Greer
agreed. 

Penner was then admonished for not " being present" and not showing leadership regarding the
Merrival whistleblower issue. Farina also admonished Penner in front ofother top leaders because
Penner' s fiancee, attorney Elizabeth Mount, had posted a comment an the News Tribune article in
support ofMerrival' s character, .Lindquist then spoke with Penner and questioned his ability to remain
Chief Criminal Deputy. 

Witnesses: Dawn Farina, Stephen Penner, John Sheeran, Jared Ausserer, Timothy Lewis, Maureen
Goodman, Sven Nelson, Heather DeMaine, Michelle Hyer, Frank Krall

LL GROSS WASTE OF PUBLIC FUNDS

A. Requiring in -House Attorneys to Draft Pleadings for Outside Law Firms' Signature after Obtaining
Special Funds to Pay Outside Law Firms

Although there are routinely civil claims filed against the county, there have been three recent
lawsuits filed against the county alleging personal misconduct by Lindquist: Dalsing v. Pierce County
alleging false arrest and malicious prosecution by the prosecutor' s office), Nissen v. Pierce County (a

public records lawsuit alleging Lindquist used his personal phone to conduct private business and
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thereby avoid the public records act). and Ames v. Pierce County (alleging Lindquist used the Potential
Impeachment Policy to label a detective as dishonest because he was going to testify on behalf of
Dalsing in that case). Lindquist sought and obtained extra money from the County Council to hire
outside law firms to represent the County and himself on these cases. These attorneys were Stewart
Estes and Phil Talmadge. 

However, the majority of the briefing was conducted in- house, by senior DPAs during work
hours, only to have some such briefs superficially reviewed and signed by the outside attorneys, Senior
DPAs required to participate in such briefing sessions included Chief of StaffDawn Farina, Chief Civil
Deputy Douglas Vanscoy, ChiefCriminal Deputy Stephen Penner. Felony Division ChiefJohn
Sheeran, Appellate Division ChiefKit Proctor. Homicide Division ChiefJared Ausserer, Civil

Litigation Team Leader Dan Hamilton, and Mike Sommerfeld, advisor to the Pierce County Sheriff' s
Department. Lindquist also participated personally. The briefing sessions would often last several full
days at a time, including office -paid lunches, with as many as eight DPAs participating at the same
time to conduct line-by-line editing of lengthy appellate briefs. 

Witnesses: Dawn Farina, Stephen Penner, John Sheeran, JaredAusserer, Douglas Vanscoy, Dan
Hamilton, Mike Sommerfeld, Kit Proctor, Stewart Estes, Phil Talmadge

8. Providing Unpaid Legal Services to Non - Governmental Agencies and Their Attorneys: and
C. Paving Outside Law Firms to Provide Legal Services for Non- Government Agencies

One of the briefs mentioned above was an amicus brief to the Washington Supreme Court in
Nissen v. Pierce County. This briefwas not being filed by any government agency, but rather by
outside parties such as the Washington Education Association, the Washington State chapters of

AFSCME and IAFF, and the Pierce County DPA' s union ( PCPAA). The brief was written by in -house
DPAs Dan Hamilton, Stephen Penner, Dawn .Farina,, Mike Sommerfeld, among others. It was drafted
to compliment the arguments presented by the county, as named defendant, and Lindquist, as a
personal intervenor. The briefing was coordinated with outside counsel, who also reviewed the draft
and gave advice. 

Penner questioned whether a brief for the PCPAA should be written by management, but was
told that it was okay because Hamilton and Sommerfeld were PCPAA members. Sheeran expressed
concern to Penner that drafting briefs for outside agencies might be a gift of public funds. Penner asked
Farina about this, but Farina had no concerns. Penner asked Denise Greer, Assistant Chief of the Civil
Division, who stated that paying the outside attorney (Talmadge) to review it was probably more
problematic because it was direct payment, but since the in -house DPAs were salaried, it could be
claimed they were working on the brief during their "break times," despite the fact that well over a

hundred employee -hours were devoted to that brief alone, all during standard work time of 8: 30 a. m to
4:30 p.m.. 

Witnesses: Dawn Farina, Stephen Penner, John Sheeran, Jared Ausserer, Douglas Vanscoy. Dan
Hamilton, Mike Sommerfeld, Kit Proctor, Scott Peters, Phil Talmadge
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D. Reclassifying DPA Positions to Increase Pay for Loyal DPAs
In 2013, Lindquist reclassified the homicide team into the " homicide division" so that DPA

Grant Blinn could transfer to that position from Misdemeanor Division Chief without suffering a cut in
his annual salary. However, there is no supervisory aspect to the position, as the homicide " division" 
has only ever consisted of one DPA, the division chiefhimself. 

Witnesses: Grant Blinn, ,faredAusserer, Lisa Hilligoss

III. ABUSE OF AUTHORITY

A. Vindictive Prosecution

In 2015, Pierce County Superior Court Edmund Murphy dismissed the criminal case of State v. 
Lynn Dalsing, finding that Lindquist' s office had refiled the charges in response to Dalsing filing a
civil lawsuit against the County after her original charges were dismissed for insufficient evidence. In
addition to the findings of the judge, additional factors which weigh on the question of vindictiveness
are the facts that DPA Ausserer was called in early from family leave to file the charges at a particular
time, and DPAs from the civil division were involved in the decision to refile criminal charges. 

After the case was dismissed for vindictive prosecution, civil DPAs were initially involved in
discussions regarding reconsideration and appeal, untilPenner raised concerns with Civil Chief DPA
Vanscoy' s initial proposal to " appeal and seek settlement of the civil suit." When Appeals Division
ChiefKit Proctor voiced an opinion against appealing Murphy' s ruling, Lindquist replied, " Vanscoy
thinks we should appeal." 

Witnesses: Jared Ausserer, Kit Proctor., Dan Hanzilton, Phil Sorensen, John Sheeran, Stephen Penner, 
Doug Vanscoy„ John Sheeran, Dawn Farina

B. Attempted Misuse of Potential Impeachment Evidence Policy

In 2013, potential impeachment evidence became available regarding PCSD Det. Mike Ames. 
Specifically, DPA James Richmond filed an affidavit in the Ddsingv, Pierce County lawsuit alleging
that Ames had lied in an affidavit he had filed in the same suit. Thus, a DPA was saying that Ames had
lied, information which could be relevant in any criminal case where Ames might be expected to
testify. 

This evidence was provided to attorney Barbara Corey, defense counsel in the murder case of
State v. D 'Marcus George, however the State planned to move to exclude the evidence from trial
Lindquist directed that Penner was to argue all motions to exclude potential impeachment evidence. 
Regarding Ames, Lindquist told Penner not to argue too hard against admissibility. 

Due to miscommunication between Penner and the trial DPA, Kit Proctor, Proctor argued the
motion to exclude potential impeachment evidence. Proctor was successful in getting the information
excluded from the trial. 

Nevertheless, Lindquist admonished Penner for failing to argue the motion himself. When
Penner said something to the effect that " At least we got the ruling we wanted" in excluding the
potential impeachment evidence, Lindquist replied, " That wasn' t the ruling we wanted." 

7



Admission of the potential impeachment evidence would have damaged the State' s case in a
retrial of a murder case

C. Retaliatory Job Assignments

Lindquist has reassigned or threatened to reassign DPAs from more preferred assignments to
less preferred assignments when he feels a DPA has criticized him too loudly or too publicly. This is
part of the " culture of fear" DPA Steven Merriva ( mentioned in his whistleblower complaint. 

Example: Diane Clarkson was moved from the felony violent crime team to the juvenile division after
speaking out at a public County Council meeting against plan to remove Minority Bar from
judicial qualifications committee. Lindquist had proposed the change in law to help support
the application ofDPA Kevin McCann for a vacancy on the District Court Bench. 

Example: James Schacht was moved from the felony violent crime team to the appeals division after
speaking out against Lindquist. Lindquist and/or Farina reportedly later admitted this move
was retaliatory. 

Example: Steven. Merrival was threatened with reassignment after his wife posted critical Facebook
comments and Merrival expressed criticisms ofhow Lindquist ran the office, including
encouraging bullying by DPAs. This move was blocked when .Merrival filed his whistle
blower complaint. 

Example: Lindquist proposed moving Brian Leech from the felony property crime team to the juvenile
division after Leech spoke out at a PCPAA Guild meeting against the proposed amicus brief
in Nissen v. Pierce Couany. 

Example: Lindquist suggested to Penner that he might not keep his position as ChiefCriminal Deputy
because he wasn' t showing enough support for Lindquist after Merrival filed his
whistleblower complaint. 

Witnesses: Diane Clarkson, James Schacht, Steven Merrival, Stephen Penner, Brian Leech, Dawn
Farina, Lisa Hilligoss

D. Intimidation ofEmployees for Non -Work Activities

Lindquist monitors the non -work activities of employees for anything that might be critical ofLindquist. 

Example: Lindquist advised DPA Steven Merrival that Merrival' s wife ought not to post things on her
Facebook that were derogatory of Lindquist or the office. 

8



Example: Michelle Walker, Justice ServicesNictim Advicate Supervisor, was admonished for ' liking' 
a photograph of a sunset posted on Facebook by former Chief Criminal DPA Mary Robnett, 
whom Lindquist now dislikes and considers to be a member of his ' confederacy of dunces.' 

Example: Penner was admonished when his fiancee posted an online comment in support ofMerrival' s
character after Merrival' s whistleblower complaint. 

Example: Lindquist instructed Stephen Penner to admonish DPA Brian Leech for not saying hello back
to members of Lindquist' s leadership team who had greeted him. 

Example: Juvenile Division Chief Kevin Benton was instructed to admonish DPA Diane Clarkson for
not saying hello pleasantly enough when she returned a greeting from Chiefof Staff Dawn
Farina. 

Witnesses: Steven Merrival, Michelle Walker, Stephen Penner, Brian Leech, Diane Clarkson, Kevin
Benton, Lisa Hilligoss

IV. SUBSTANTIAL AND SPECIFIC DANGER TO PUBLIC HEALTH OR SAFETY
Given the unique and vital role of the prosecutor' s office in enforcing the law and protecting the
public, the activities of Lindquist in hiring less qualified staff, reassigning DPAs for personal reasons, 
requiring senior criminal management DPAs to edit civil appellate briefs, and basing charging and
disposition decisions on media interest and defense attorney selection, the safety of the public has been
compromised. 

CONCLUSION

I make this whistleblower complaint in good faith and the information contained herein is true and
correct to the best of illy knowledge and belief

Pierce County Prosecuting Attorney' s Office
930 Tacoma Avenue S., Room 946
Tacoma, WA 98402

Dated: 5- 2,1 at

9
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FILED

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE CO IT

OPEN

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

CAUSE NO. 13- 1- 02515 -1

IMMO AMENDED INFORMATION

OCT 2 2 2414

Defendant. 
DOB: 7/ 29/ 1978 SEX : MALE RACE: WHITE
PCN #: 541005978 SID #: 15619093 DOL #: WA GAINEJE224M9

COUNT I

I, MARK LINDQUIST, Prosecuting Attorney for Pierce County, in the name and by the authority
of the State of Washington, do accuse JEREMY EDWARD GAINES of the crime of UNLAWFUL14
DISTRIBUTION OF AN IMITATION CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE IfteriftingiProvie 0-CL, 

15 11126PAHRW committed as follows: 

16 That JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, in the State of Washington, on or about the 3rd day of June, 
2013, did unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly distribute an imitation controlled substance, to -wit: a

17
substance similar in appearance to methamphetamine, classified under Schedule II of the Uniform

18
Controlled Substance Act, contrary to RCW 69.52. 030( 1), and against the peace and dignity of the State
of Washington. 

19
COUNT 11

20 And I, MARK LINDQUIST, Prosecuting Attorney for Pierce County, in the name and by the
authority of the State of Washington, do accuse JEREMY EDWARD GAINES of the crime of

21

UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM IN THE FIRST DEGREE, a crime of the same or similar
22 character, and/ or a crime based on the same conduct or on a series of acts connected together or

constituting parts of a single scheme or plan, and /or so closely connected in respect to time, place and23

occasion that it would be difficult to separate proof of one charge from proof of the others, committed as
24 follows: 

SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION- 1 CriCir' LLi a Office of the Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue South, Room 946

Tacoma, WA 98402-2171
Main Office (253) 798 -7400
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19

20

21

22

23

24

13 - 1- 02515 -1

That JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, in the State of Washington, on or about the 20th day of
June, 2013, did unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly own, have in his possession, or under his control
a firearm, he having been previously convicted in the State of Washington or elsewhere of a serious
offense, as defined in RCW 9. 41. 010, contrary to RCW 9.41. 040( 1Xa), and against the peace and dignity
of the State of Washington. 

COUNT III

And I, MARK LINDQUIST, Prosecuting Attorney for Pierce County, in the name and by the
authority of the State of Washington, do accuse JEREMY EDWARD GAINES ofthe crime of
UNLAWFUL SOLICITATION TO DELIVER A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a crime of the same or
similar character, and /or a crime based on the same conduct or on a series of acts connected together or
constituting parts of a single scheme or plan, and/ or so closely connected in respect to time, place and
occasion that it would be difficult to separate proof ofone charge from proof of the others, committed as
follows: 

That JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, in the State of Washington, on or about the 20th day of
June, 2013, with intent to promote or facilitate the commission of the crime ofUNLAWFUL DELIVERY
OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, as prohibited by RCW 69.50.401( 1)( 2)( a) - D, did offer to give or

give money or other thing of value to another to engage in or cause the performance of conduct which
would constitute the crime of UNLAWFUL DELIVERY OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE or which
would establish complicity of such other person in the commission or attempted commission of
UNLAWFUL DELIVERY OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE had it been attempted or committed, 
and in the commission thereof the defendant, or an accomplice, was armed with a firearm, that being a
firearm as defined in RCW 9.41. 010, and invoking the provisions of RCW 9.94A.530, and adding
additional time to the presumptive sentence as provided in RCW 9.94A.533, contrary to RCW 9A.28.030, 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Washington. 

COUNT IV

And I, MARK LINDQUIST, Prosecuting Attorney for Pierce County, in the name and by the
authority of the State of Washington, do accuse JEREMY EDWARD GAINES ofthe crime of
UNLAWFUL SOLICITATION TO POSSESS A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE WITH INTENT TO
DELIVER, a crime of the same or similar character, and /or a crime based on the same conduct or on a
series of acts connected together or constituting parts of a single scheme or plan, and/or so closely
connected in respect to time, place and occasion that it would be difficult to separate proof of one charge
from proof of the others, committed as follows: 

That JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, in the State of Washington, on or about the 20th day of
June, 2013, with intent to promote or facilitate the commission of the crime of UNLAWFUL
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE WITH INTENT TO DELIVER, as prohibited by
SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION- 2

Office of the Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue South, Room 946

Tacoma, WA 98402-2171
Main Office (253) 798 -7400
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fji

1 RCW 69. 50.401( 1)( 2)( a) - I, did offer to give or give money or other thing of value to another to engage
2 in or cause the performance of conduct which would constitute the crime of UNLAWFUL POSSESSION

OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE WITH INTENT TO DELIVER or which would establish
3

complicity of such other person in the commission or attempted commission of UNLAWFUL
4 POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE WITH INTENT TO DELIVER had it been

attempted or committed„ and in the commission thereof the defendant, or an accomplice, was armed with
5

a firearm, that being a firearm as defined in RCW 9. 41. 010, and invoking the provisions of RCW
9.94A.530, and adding additional time to the presumptive sentence as provided in RCW 9.94A.533, co 6

f 1̀

contrary to RCW 9A.28.030, and against the peace and dignity of the State of Washington. 7
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COUNT V

And 1, MARK LINDQUIST, Prosecuting Attorney for Pierce County, in the name and by the
authority of the State of Washington, do accuse JEREMY EDWARD GAINES of the crime of
CONSPIRACY TO DELIVER A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a crime of the same or similar
character, and/ or a crime based on the same conduct or on a series of acts connected together or
constituting parts ofa single scheme or plan, and/ or so closely connected in respect to time, place and

occasion that it would be difficult to separate proofof one charge from proof of the others, committed as
follows: 

That JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, in the State of Washington, on or about the period starting
on the 3rd day ofJune, 2013 and ending on the 20th day ofJune, 2013, with intent that conduct
constituting the crime of UNLAWFUL DELIVERY OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, as prohibited
by RCW 69. 50.401( 1)( 2)( a) -( d), be performed, agree with two or more persons, to engage in or cause the
performance of such conduct, and any one of the persons involved in the agreement did take a substantial
step in pursuance of the agreement, and in the commission thereof the defendant, or an accomplice, was
armed with a firearm, that being a firearm as defined in RCW 9.41. 010, and invoking the provisions of
RCW 9.94A.530, and adding additional time to the presumptive sentence as provided in RCW 9.94A.533, 
contrary to RCW 69.50.407, and against the peace and dignity of the State of Washington. 

It is further alleged that persons involved outside the act of delivery took part in the conspiracyagreement. 

DATED this 22nd day of October, 2014. 

TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT MARK LINDQUIST
WA02703

Pierce County Prosecuting Attorney

icy' 
By: 

SECOND AMENDED INFORMATION- 4

JESSE WILLIAMS

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
WSB #: 35543

Office of the Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue South, Room 946

Tacoma, WA 98402-2171
Main Office (253) 798 -7400
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WASHINGTON

Plaintiff

vs. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES

Defendant

NO.: 13- 1- 02515- 1

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

E-FILE

IN COUNTY CLE , S OFFICE
PIERCE COUNTY, ASHINGTON

July092013 : 41 AM

KEVIN ST

COUNTY C

NO: 13- 1- 0

TO: CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT; 
AND TO: CARL T. HULTMAN , Prosecuting Attorney

YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the above named Defendant

enters an appearance in the above- entitled matter, by and through the undersigned attorney, and directs

all further pleadings and documents regarding this case, exclusive of original process, be served upon

Defendant by leaving a copy thereof at the office of the undersigned attorney at the address given below. 
By this appearance, Defendant preserves all rights pursuant to CrR 3. 3. 

DATED this
9TH

day of July 2013. 

GARY M. CLOWER, LLC LAW OFFICE

By: / s/ Gary Clower
GARY M. CLOWER WSB# 13720

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE GAnv NI. CLowER, LLC28
ATTOIZN EV AT LAwPage 1 of 1

1105 TACOMA A VENUE sourrr
TA COMA, WA SHINGTON 98402

253) 383- 534o

FAX: ( 253) 57: 1- 6002

CK

ERK

515-1
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11

12

13

14

E- FILED

IN COUNTY CLERKS OFFIC
PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGT

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) NO. 13- 1- 02515.g. 

Plaintiff, NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTIONand ) 
OF ATTORNEYS

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

Defendant. ) 

15 TO: Clerk of the Court

16
AND TO: Pierce County PrOsecutor' s Office

November 04 2013 3:55 PM

KEVIN STOCK

COUNTY CLERK
NO: 13- 1- 02515- 1

17, 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Gary Clower, hereby withdraws as18

attorney for the defendant and herewith substitutes Geoffrey19

Cross as attorney of record for the defendant, Jeremy Edward20

Gaines. 
21

22
DATED this t

I
day of October 2013. 

23

24 GARY CLOWER, WSB # 13720
Withdrawing Attorney

25

26

27

28 Notice of Substitution
of Counsel - 1

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, WSB # 3089
Attorney for Defendant

LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, P.S., INC. 
19D2 64TH AVENUE WEST SUITE B, 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98486
TELEPHONE: [253) 27243993

FAX: (2533 572-9946
GCROSS.EIVIAUGHANOYAHOO.COM
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10/ 31/ 2013 14: 26 2535728346

6

7

8 J SUPERIOR COURT OF WASH/ NGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

10

11

12

13

j4

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

and
Plaintiff, ) 

Defendant. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

10/ 31/ 2013 14: 07 # 950 P. 002/ 002

GEOFFREY CROSS

NO. 

NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTION
OF ATTORNEYS

15 TO Clerk of the Court
16

AND TO: Pierce County Prosecutor' s Office
17

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Gary Clower, hereby withdrawa as

19 attorney for the defendant and herewith substitutes Geoffrey
Cross as attorney of record fox the defendant, Jeremy Edward
Gaines. 

18

zu

21

DATED thi: day of October 2013. 22

23 9, Air
24 GARY C' 4WER, WS8 # 13720 GEOFFREY O. CROSS, WS8 # 3089Withdrawing Attorney Attorney for Defendant2S

26

27

28 Notice of Substitution
of Counsel - 1

PAGE 82/ 02

LAw os-mcas oF
GEOFFREY C. ° Ross, P.a.. 

isme 8cniAviEmwst sum
TAColvIA. Wotaiisairmu sadism
raLegwohre (25;31M7e48013

VAX: tway 572433Ka
motaansarshauGMANotrislioacam



1

2

3

4

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON5 COUNTY OF PIERCE

6 STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) 
NO. 13- 1- 025151

J7
Plaintiff ) 

DECLARATION RE FAX
SIGNATURE8 and

9
JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, ) 

10

Defendant. 
11

The foregoing signed facsimile of Gary Clower attached to12

this declaration, 

is a complete and legible facsimile that I have13

examined
personally and received by me. 14

15 Pursuant to RCW 9A. 72. 085, 
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the

16

foregoing is true and correct. 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

DATED this 4th day of November 2013 at Tacoma, WA. 

1 - Declaration Re
Fax Signature

Corinne Valdes

LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, Rs., INC. 
1902 S4TH AVENUE WEST. SUITE 6, 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98486
TELEPHONE: (283) 272-99S8

FA)( [ 2583572-8946
GCROSS.EMAUGHANEIYAHOO.COMI
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4

5

6

7

8 11 SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

9

10 STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

11

12

13

14

15

and
Plaintiff, 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

Defendant. 

COMES NOW, Jeremy Gaines, 
16

his attorney and requests that
the court to have

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

DATE: 

E- FILED
IN COUNTY CLERK' S OFF

PIERCE COUNTY, WASHING • N

May 07 2014 2:01 PM

KEVIN STOCK
COUNTY CLERK

NO: 13- 1- 02515- 1

NO. 13- 1- 02515- 1

DISCHARGE OF ATTORNEY

and discharges Geoffrey Cross as

he withdraw and that he apply to
a court appointed attorney take over the case. 

DISCHARGE OF ATTORNEY - 1
LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, P.S., 
1902 94TH AVENUE WEST, SUITE 8, 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98466
TELEPHONE: (253) 272-8999

FAX: (253) 572-8946
GCROSS.EIVIAUGHANeYAHOO.COM
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23

24

25

26

27

E-FILED

IN COUNTY CLERK'S OF ICE
PIERCE COUNTY, WASHI TON

May 08 2014 9: 53 AM

KEVIN STOCK

COUNTY CLERK
NO: 13- 1- 02515- 1

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) NO. 13- 1- 02515- 1

Plaintiff, ) MOTION FOR WITHDRAWAL
and ) 

OF COUNSEL

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

Defendant. ) 

COMES NOW, Geoffrey C. Cross, attorney for defendant, and at

the request of Jeremy Gaines, moves to withdraw from representing
Mr. Gaines in the above entitled cause. 

DATED this

28 Motion for Withdrawal
of Counsel - 1

day of May 2014. 

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, WSB # 3089

Attorney for Defendant

LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, RS., INC. 
1902 64TH AVENUE WEST, SUITE 8, 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98459
TELEPHONE; 253) 27243992

FAX ( 253) 572-8946
GCROSS.ENIAUGHANWfAHOO.COM
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27

28

E- FILED

IN COUNTY CLERK'S OF' 
PIERCE COUNTY, WASHIN

July 31 2014 2:32 PM

KEVIN STOCK

COUNTY CLERK
NO: 13- 1- 02515- 1

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) NO. 13- 1- 02515- 1

Plaintiff, ) MOTION. FOR WITHDRAWAL
and ) OF COUNSEL

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, ) 

Defendant. ) 

COMES NOW, Geoffrey Cross, and moves that he be allowed to

withdraw. This is the 2nci
request from Mr: Gaines that I not be

his attorney. 

DATED this
2) 

day of July 2014. 

Motion for Withdrawal
of Counsel - 1

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, WSB # 3089

Attorney for Defendant

LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, RS., INC. 

1902 84-31- 4AVENUE WEST, SUITE 6, 
TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98466

TELEPHONE: ( 253) 27243998
PAX: ( 253) 572-6946

GCROSS.EMAUGHAN6IYAHOO.COM

ICE
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25
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28

E -FILED

IN COUNTY CLERKS OFFI

PIERCE COUNTY, WASHING • N

May 07 2014 2:01 PM

KEVIN STOCK

COUNTY CLERK

NO: 13 -1 -02515 -1

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) NO. 13- 1- G2515 - 1

Plaintiff, ) DISCHARGE OF ATTORNEY
and ) 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, ) 

Defendant. ) 

COMES NOW, Jeremy Gaines, and discharges Geoffrey Cross as

his attorney and requests that he withdraw and that he apply to
the court to have a court appointed attorney take over the case. 

DATE: 

DISCHARGE OF ATTORNEY - 1

Je ' My } ef ins

LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, P.S., INC. 
1902 84TH AVENUE WEST. SUITE E. 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 99466
TELEPHONE: [ 253) 2728998

FAX (253) 572 -8945
GCROSS.EMAUGHAN4vA1100.COM
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15

16
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18

19

20

21. 

22

123

24

25

26

27

28

E -FILED

IN COUNTY CLERKS OF ICE
PIERCE COUNTY, WASHIN TON

September 12 2014 12:08 PM

KEVIN STOCK

COUNTY CLERK

NO: 13 -1- 02515 -1

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON

COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) NO. 13 - 1- 02515 - 1

Plaintiff, ) MOTION AND DECLARATION FOR

and ) WITHDRAWAL OF COUNSEL

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, ) 

Defendant. ) 

MOTION

COMES NOW, Geoffrey Cross, and moves that he be allowed to

withdraw. 

DATED this /
1\--- 

day of September 2014. 

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, WSB X3089

Attorney for Defendant

DECLARATION

I, Geoffrey Cross, under penalty of perjury, depose and

state that Mr. Gaines first discharged me on May 7, 2014. My

Motion and Declaration for

Withdrawal of Counsel - 1 LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, P.S., INC. 

1902 64TH AVENUE WEST, SUITE 8, 
TACOMA, WASHINi, I UN 98469

TELEPHONE: [253) 272 -8998
FAX: (253) 572 -8946

GCROSS.EMAUGHAN8YAHOO.COM
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motion for withdrawal was denied pending Mr. Gaines is going to

Western State for an evaluation. Mr. Gaines continues to insist

that I not represent him as his lawyer. Mary Kay High has said

that a backup lawyer is available. Mr. Gaines brought in a

witness that I did not recognize and I took a statement from him

that has been given to the prosecutor. The witness is a former

client of mine. That witness is pending trial and there is an

appearance of a conflict of interest to say the least. 

DATED this d of September 2014. 

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, WSB # 3089

Attorney for Defendant

Motion and Declaration for
Withdrawal of Counsel - 2 LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, P.S., INC. 

1902 64111 AVENUE WEST, SUITE 8, 
TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98466

TELEPHONE: (253) 272 -8998
FAX: (253) 572 -8946

GCROSS.EMAUGHAN6YAHOO. COM
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

E-FILED

IN COUNTY CLERK'S 0 - ICE
PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON

September 26 2014 2:40

KEVIN STOCK
COUNTY CLERK

NO: 13- 1- 02515- 

STATE bF WASHINGTON, ) NO. 13- 1- 02515- 1

Plaintiff, ) 
and ) 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, ) 

Defendant. ) 

RENEWED MOTION FOR

WITHDRAWAL OF COUNSEL

MOTION

COMES NOW, Geoffrey Cross, and moves that he be allowed to

withdraw at the request of Mr. Gaines. ThiS motion is based on

the prior discharge of Mr. Cross dated May 7, 2014 and the

continued objection of Mr. Gaines to my representation. 

DATED this day of September 2014. 

Renewed Motion for
Withdrawal of Counsel - 1

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, WSB # 3089

Attorney for Defendant

LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, RS., INC, 
1902 9411-I AVENUE WEST, SUITE 9, 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98466
TELEPHONE: [253) 272-9998

FAX: (253) 572-8946

GCROSSEIVLAUGHANCYAHOO.COM

PM
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8 SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

E -FILED

IN COUNTY CLERKS OFF CE
PIERCE COUNTY, WASHING TON

September 26 2014 2:40 • M

KEVIN STOCK
COUNTY CLERK

NO: 13-1- 02515- 1

9 STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) NO. 13 - 1- 02515 - 1
10

Plaintiff, ) DECLARATION OFand ) 
GEOFFREY C. CROSS11

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, ) 
12 ) 

Defendant. ) 
13 ) 

14 Geoffrey C. Cross, under penalty of perjury, deposes and

15
states that I represent Mr. Gaines, substituting for Mr. Cloud

T6
who was his former attorney. I had a fairly good relationship

17
with Mr. Gaines until he discharged me in May. I felt they

18 needed a 5551 examination and rehabilitation at Western State
19 which he completed. 

On his scheduled return from. Western State, 
20 the court elected to set his trial for October 1, 2014, over

21 Affiant' s objection. 

22 In an effort to settle the case your Affiant met with Mr. 
3 Gaines and the prosecutor. The defendant took excessive
4

exception to the fact that I even exposed him to the prosecutor, 
cry5

even though I was in attendance and the conversation_ was rather
26 appropriate. He decided that I was not on his side. I went to

1- 7

the jail thereafter to prepare for trial and he refused to allow
28 Declaration of

Geoffrey C. Cross - 1 LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, P.S., INC. 
1902 64TH AVENUE WEST, SUITE H, 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98466
TELEPHONE: (253) 272 -8998

FAX: (253) 572.8946
GCROSS.EMAUGHAN@YAHOO.COM
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2
access to me in the jail in Pierce County. He says he does not
want me as his lawyer. 

All communication between myself and Mr. 
Gaines has broken down. 

Third parties have told me indirectly that there was

criticism of my ethical conduct in having the prosecutor talk to
Mr. Gaines in my presence., outlining his risks and exposures. 

felt it was very appropriate as it is a three strike case. 
I

This case was set with the understanding that Mr. Thompson

would be available. Mr. 
Thompson gave a statement prior to my

representation on Mr. Gaines, that he owned the firearm that was
in the car. In preparation for trial I learned that I
represented Mr. Thompson in 2002. As far as I know he was going
to cooperate and the trial date was set for October 1, 2014, 

because Mr. Thompson would be going to court before then and I
would have access to serve my subpoena. 

In fact, Mr. Thompson jumped bail. I had a process server

go to his reported residence and he was not found there. 
Mr. Gaines is quite dissastified with my services and there

is no meaningful communication between us. I was prepared to

present this on September 26th at the status conference, but the

prosecutor was unavailable., I advised the Department of Assigned

Counsel of my situation and they are ready to step in. 
DATED at Tacoma, Washington this __ day of September 2014. 

Declaration of
Geoffrey C. Cross - 2

GEOFFREY C. CROSS

LAW OFFICES OF

GEOFFREY C. CROSS, P.S., INC. 
1902 64TH AVENUE WEST, SUITE B, 

TACOMA, WASHINGTON 96465
TELEPHONE: (253) 272 -9999

FAX: (253) 572 -8945
GCROSS.EMAUGHAN@YAHOO.COM
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT, PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON
STATE OF WASHINGTON

Vs. 

1
GAINES, JEREMY EDWARD

ti? 

Judge: CRIMINAL DIVISION- PRESIDING JUDGE
Court Reporter: ANGELA MCDOUGALL

I

Judicial Assistant/Clerk: Rasheedah McGoodwin

Cause Number: 13- 1- 02515- 1

MEMORANDUM OF JOURNAL ENTRY
Page 1 of 2

JESSE WILLIAMS Prosecutor

GEOFFREY COLBURN CROSS Defense Attorney

Proceeding Set MOTION- WITHDRAWAUSUBSTITUTION
Proceeding Outcome: HELD

Resolution: 

Report run date /time: 05/ 15/ 14 1: 50 PM

Ixcal /d criminaljoumal report cover

Proceeding Date: 05 /15/ 14 13 :30

Clerk's Code: 

Proceeding Outcome code:MTHRG

Resolution Outcome code: 
Amended Resolution code: 



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT, PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON
STATE OF WASHINGTON

vs. 

GAINES, JEREMY EDWARD

Cause Number: 13- 1- 02515 -1
MEMORANDUM OF
JOURNAL ENTRY

Page: 2 of 2

Judge: 

CRIMINAL DIVISION- PRESIDING JUDGE
uD

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGt."- Judicial Assistant/Clerk: Rasheedah McGoodwin Court Reporter:ANGELA MCDOUGALLs-' Start Date/Time: 05115/ 14 1: 49 PM

7- 1

111

May 15, 2014 01: 48 PM DPA, Jesse Williams present. Defense Attorney Geoffrey Cross
present w /defendant. Case comes on before the court on defense counsel motion to
withdraw as counsel of record, denied. 

End Date/Time: 05/ 15/ 14 1: 50 PM

JUDGE CRIMINAL DIVISION- PRESIDING JUDGE Year 2014
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KEVIN STOCK, Cot nty Clerk
SY DEPUTY

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WASHINGTON,  

Plaintiff , 
I n

1 vs. 

0:) GAINES, JEREMY EDWARD, 
CO

Defendant . 
in

Cause No. 13- 1- 02515- 1

FORENSIC MENTAL HEALTH EVALUATION



David T.,Morgan, PhD Inc
Psychological Services

2700' NE Andresen Road, Suite #D4
Vancouver, WA 98661

360) 828 -01;19

May 26, 20.14

Judy Snow
PCDCC Mental Health Manager
901 Tacoma Avenue
Tacoma WA 98402

RE: Jeremy Edward Gaines
Cause #: 13 - 1- 02515 -1
Charges: Unlawful Delivery of'a Controlled Substance

Unlawful Possession of a Firearm in the First Degree

Dear Ms. Snow: 

Pursuant to yourrequest, 1 have conducted an evaluation on Jeremy Edward. Gaines to
determine his competency to stand trial. Mr. Gaines was interviewed at the Pierce County
Detention,and Corrections Center on May 24, 2014. The following,proced'ures were
utilized to reach the conclusions that will be subsequently mentioned: 

1. Clinical interview of Mr. Gaines
2. Information statement, dated 6/ 21/ 13
3. Probable Cause statement, dated 412/ 14
4. Order for Examination, dated 5/ 15/ 14
5: Criminal History Compilation, dated 4/21/ 14
6. , Mental Status Examination, administered 5/ 24/ 14
7. Inventory of Legal Knowledge (ILK), administered 5/ 24/ 14

Mi. Gaines' consented to be interviewed, and was willing to answer questions. He was
informed regarding the reasons for the evaluation, and how none of the answers he
provided would be considered confidential. He was aware•that he could have his attorney
present. if he wished, and that a report would be generated and distributed to various court
personnel. Mr. Gaines agreed with these conditions, and the interview proceeded. He was
somewhat guarded during the interview, and trust was not easily established. However, 
he seemed to give good effort for' the most part. 

Relevant Personal and Clinical History

It should be noted that Mr. Gaines himselfprovided the 'information regarding his
personal history, and no collateral contacts were made to confirm the veracity ofhis



COMPETENCY EVALUATION
JEREMY EDWARD GAINES

statements. The reader should bear this in mind when reviewing .thefollowing historical
information. 

Family History: Mr. Gaines reported that he has lived in-the Puyallup /Spanaway area for
many-years, and that he currently, lives with his mother. He reported having a.nurnber of
brothers' and sisters as well, but does not have much contact with them. Mr. Gaines stated
that his mother and father-do not live together, but he has good relations with both of
them. Regarding his-marital history, Mr: Gaines reported that he is currently divorced. He
indicated he has fathered six children from six different women, and he has sporadic
contact - with -Some of them.. 

Educational History: Mr. Gaines indicated that he did not graduate from high school', and
was not sure how far he progressed before dropping out.. He reported that he has since
earned a GED-. Mr. Gaines' was involved in•special education classes for mostof his
education, and reported that he has always had difficulty learning. Heindicated. he had
variable relationships with his teachers and.peers. 

Occupational History:-Mr. Gaines claimed that he has a limited work history, and.stated
he worked at a car wash "a long time•ago:" He reported that helms been supporting
himself through Social Security Disability benefits, and is not really' interested in finding
employment. Mr. Gaines: denied having ever.been fired from any employment. 

Medical History: Mr. Gaines reported " I was shot in the stomach in 1996." He indicated

that he.has to use 'a urinary catheter to urinate, as a consequence of the shooting. Mr. 
Gaines indicated that he is currently taking multiple prescription medications, but did not
know what they were or what they were for. 

Substance Abuse History: Mr. Gaines stated he has a history of illegal drug use, and' his
drug of choice has been methamphetamine. He reported that he started using•this drug
when' he was an adolescent, and hisuse has escalated to daily use. Mr. Gaines indicated
that he.was using just prior to his•arrest, and 'did not have any time in sobriety. 

Mental Health History: Mr. Gaines reported that he was involved in mental health
counseling when.he was a child; he' stated that he was the victim of sexual abuse and was
referred for 'counseling to address these issues.. He indicated that whilehe was
incarcerated in prison (he did not indicate a time frame), he was diagnosed with
borderline schizophrenia and'PTSD. "•Court records also reported that Mr. Gaines•has a

history of "schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and other mental illnesses." However, Mr. 

Gaines did not report any symptoms of these, conditions at the time of the evaluation
interview. ( It could be that his currentmedication regiment has 'the symptoms of such
disorders under controt.)' Mr. Gaines.did report that' he has anxiety issues, and cannot be
in crowded places without experiencing considerable anxiety. The symptoms he
described were consistent with panic attadks, 

Initial DSM -V diagnostic impressions are as follows ( but-are. based on limited clinical
information, and are all considered provisional): Panic Disorder (300. 01), Agoraphobia

2
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JEREMY EDWARD GAINES

300. 22), Stimulant Use Disorder, Severe ( 304.40), Antisocial Personality Disorder
301. 7). 

Criminal History: Mr. Gaines has an extensive criminal history, including multiple
misdemeanor and felony convictions both as an adult and as a juvenile. These crimes
seen to have been associated with gang activity, including possession of firearms, 
assaults, thefts, and burglaries: 

Official Version of Events

The following version of events is taken from the Declaration for Determination of
Probable Cause, dated 4/ 12/ 14: " As outlined in the probable cause declarationfiled-on
June.21. 2013., the defendant-was identified as a methamphetamine supplier in June
2013. On June 3, 2012.drug investigators observed him deliver methamphetamine to a
lower -level supplier, who in turn soldsome ofthat methamphetamine to a confidential
informant. At that time, the defendant was driving a 2013 white Dodge Charger, that was
registered to him. A search warrant was subsequently obtainedfor the defendant's
vehicle and his residence. On June 20, at 12: 30 p. m., officers executing the search
warrantobserved the defendant Leaving a Safeway grocery driving his Dodge Charger. A
trafc.stop ensued and one of the officers Who approached the defendant to arrest him
observed him placinga .95 caliber handgun between hisfeet on the floorboard. The
firearm was subsequently determined to be stolen. The defendant's passenger, Brandon
Ryan, also had afirearm located between hisfeet on thefloorboard. On the defendant's
person was $ 657 in cash. The defendant was advised ofhis constitutional rights and
agreed to speak with an officer; 1-le admitted-to the officer that he used and dealt drugs
and that he was a " runnerfor the Mexicans." The defendant described himselfas a . 
smallfish." The defendant also told the officer that the officer "screwing up" because the

defendant was " supposed to be picking up two pounds right now" The defendant advised
that be hadjust left the Safeway after "wiring the money to Mexico forthe dope man." 
The defendant told the officer that he would take the officer to the Mexicans he was
picking up from" if the officer would make " all ofthis go away." When the officer

declined the defendant's offer, the defendant 'esponded, ' you lose then bro." When. 

officers subsequently searched the car pursuant to the warrant, they recovered a. Western
Union receipt from the Safeway, dated June 20 at 12: 27 p.m., indicating that Ryan had
sent 51008 to a Jesus Enrique Palomera in Mexico. Similar receipts were alsofound in
the vehicle." 

Mental Status Examination

Mr. Gaines was interviewed in the Pierce County Detention and Corrections Center. He
was dressed in jail attire but was appropriately groomed. He was oriented to person and
place, but was unaware of the current date. (although he identified the year correctly.) .Mr. 
Gaines showed short- term memory abilities that were less than average ( he could not
repeat a series of numbers backwards, and he could not recall a series of words after a
short delay.) His fund of knowledge was somewhat compromised as well ( he could not
name bordering states), and his concentration abilities seemed to be challenged ( he could

spell the word " world" forwards but not backward.) Regarding abstract thinking, he.was

3
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able to provide interpretation to one of two to common proverbs, but showed appropriate
understanding of how to respond to a hypothetical emergency situation. 

Competency

Court process. and defendant rights: Mr. Gaines did not show adequate understanding
regarding self - incrimination. When asked about " the right to remain silent" meant, he
stated, " be quiet." He was unaware if the state would pay for a lawyer if he. could not
affordone. Mr. Gaines did not know the definition of perjury, and did not know if lying
in court would bring a penalty or not. When asked about why it-would be important for
him to have-an understanding.of what is happening in the court process, Ivlr. Gaines
stated, " 1 don' t know if it is." 

Roles of persons in the cour• process: Mr. Gaines did not know the definition of a
witness, jury, or judge. However, he identified the prosecutor as " the.one that is going
against you." 

Potential court outcomes: Mr. Gaines was not able to define what•probation was, and
defined beingsentenced as being " sentenced to time." When asked about a, plea bargain; 
he stated, " this is when someone tries to give you. a deal." When asked what might
happen if he loses his court case, he indicated, " 1. might stay in jail;" 

Relationship with.defense attorney: Mr. Gaines did.not show any understanding that
conversations between him and his lawyer were confidential. When asked about the
importance of listening to his attorney, he stated, " 1 should listen to what others have to

say. ",He stated that he believed his attorney-was there to help him, .and could possibly
help him spend. less time in jail. Mr. Gaines also understood the importance of being
honest with his.defense attorney, stating this might help him stay out ofjail as well. 

General court and criminal terminology: Mr. Gaines showed an appropriate
understanding ofthe difference between guilty and not guilty, stating ,if one is guilty, then
he would stay injail, and ifone is not guilty, then he would get out of jail. Mr. Gaines
was able to describe a felony as a serious crime, and a misdemeanor as•a " low crime." 

Ability' to discuss elements of case: Mr. Gaines had a moderate ability to discuss the
details of his 'current legal situation, but was somewhat guarded about this. He knew the . 
general charges against him, and understood these were serious charges. Mr. Gaines did
not want to talk about the details of his arrest, and reported that he felt that he could not
trust the evaluation process. When asked whether he would be willingto talk about the
details of his arrest with his attorney, Mr. Gaines Said " maybe." 

Inventory of Legal Knowledge: The Inventory of Legal Knowledge ( ILK) is a 61 -item
true- false test of competency, - related material. The questions are read to the defendant; 
and the defendant provides' a verbal response. The examination covers materials related
to the rights of defendants., courtroom procedures, charges, sanctions, pleas, in.addition to
assessing knowledge related to various persons involved in the court process, such as

4
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witnesses, defense attorney, judge, and' prosecutor. The instrument is designed to detect
feigned deficits in legal knowledge, were a person might claim less.knowledge than they
actually have in orderto appear incompetent. Individual analysis of specific questions
can also yield valuable information regarding the respondent' s knowledge of competency
issues ( although this is not the focus of the instrument.) Mr. Gaines scored a total•of 33
correct out of'61 ( 54 %), which suggests it is unlikely that he was using a false response
style. (Scores of less than 24 are typically indicative of an attempt to perform worse' than
one' s trueabilities.) However, individual analysis of answers to specific questions
showed a relatively poorunderstanding of competency - related' issues in general. 

Mr. Gaines.does appear to suffer from a mental disorder, and seems to suffer from ' 

developmental delays as well. _His appreciation of concepts related to competency is:poor
to moderately poor. Some of his•poor performance may have been due to the fact that he
was guarded, and did.not seem to trust.the interview process. It is notable that, as the
interview went on, he seemed to provide slightlybetter effort and his answers improved
in quality and accuracy. It is my opinion that Mr. Gaines does not have the capacity
to understand the nature of the. proceedings against him or to assist in his own

defense. However, he does appear to be a good candidate for competency
restoration, should the courts consider this option. If Mr. Gaines can work with

someone he trusts during any recommended competency°training,.this may facilitate
a fairlyspeedy. restoration to competency. 

Opinion Regarding DMHP Referral

Pursuant to RCW 71. 05, the following opinion is offered. Mr. Gaines does appear to have
a mental disorder, but this disorder does notcreate an imminent risk of self to harm or

others, nor does it represent a grave disability that would prevent him from attending to
his basic needs or safety. A Designated,Mental Health Professional referral is not needed
at this time. 

Thank you for the referral, and please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

David T. Morgan, PhD

Licensed Psychologist

Washington License PY 2565
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE cowry- 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

vs. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

CAUSE NO. 13- 1- 02515- 1

jerk

DEF

ORDER REGARDING COMPETENCY
OF DEFENDANT

THIS MA'1 LER is before the court pursuant to the defendant's court ordered evaluation

for competency at Western State Hospital. In accordance with RCW 10.77.060 the defendant

has been evaluated, and the court has reviewed the report ofRichard Yocum, Ph.D_, Licensed

Psychologist, dated August 20, 2014, having considered the records and files in this matter, 

Competency Report, and the comments ofcounsel for the State and defendant, the court is

satisfied that the defendant is competent to understand the proceedings against him, and to assist

in his oven defense_ Accordingly, it is hereby

ORDER REGARDING COMPETENCY
OF DF,TE2>iDANT - 1

rnhoidcomp. do t

Office of Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 98402 -2171
Telephone: ( 2S3) 798 -7400
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13- 1- 02515- 1

ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that defendant, JEREMY EDWARD

GAINES, is competent to understand the present criminal proceedings against him, and to assist

in his own defense. 

DONE IN OPEN COURT this ( P day ofAilgtist, 2.014. 

Presented by: 

JESSE WILLIAMS

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
WSB# 35543
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GEOFFREY COLBURN CROSS

Attorney for Defendant
WSB# 3089

ajm

ORDER REGARDING COMPETENCY
OF DEFENDANT - 2

xtthordcoznp dot

Office of Pr(ktecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma At enue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 95402- 2171
Telephone: ( 253) 7914- 7400
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

VS. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, 

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

CAUSE NO. 13 -1- 02515 -1

ORDER OF COMMITMENT TO
WESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
COMPETENCY RESTORATION) 

THIS MAI .t.ER corning on in open court upon the motion ofthe State, and there being
reason to doubt the defendant' s competency to understand the proceedings against defendant and

assist in defendant's MU defense, and the court having examined the report of
RF. sd T Mo.,. P1,13 , 

West - St 1o , dated t" l D ulut

and the court being in all things duly advised, Now, Therefore, IT IS HEREBY

ORDERED that the defendant, JEREMY EDWARD GAINES, be committed to Western
State Hospital for a period not to exceed: 

E J Ninety (90) days where the criminal charge is classified as a class A or class B

violent felony, 

Vi Forty -five (45) days for all otherfelonies

ORDER. OF COIvil rriviE23T - 1
mhord 90.dot

7tticc ofProsecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 98402 -2171
telephone: ( 253) 798. 7400
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The commitment will occur without further order ofthe court and the defendant will

undergo evaluation and treatment to restore competency to proceed to trial, to include the

administration ofpsychotropic medications, including antipsychotics, to the defendant as deemed

medically appropriate by the staff of Western State Hospital, against the defendant's will if

necessary, as the court finds that there is no less intrusive form oftreatment which is likely to
restore the defendant's competency to stand trial; IT IS FURTHER

ORDERED that the staff of Western State Hospital shall report to the undersigned court

in the manner specified in RCW 10. 77 as to a description ofthe nature ofthe examination and

treatment, a diagnosis ofinental condition, an opinion as to the defendant' s capacity to

understand the proceedings against defendant and to assist in defendant' s own defense, and an

opinion as to whether defendant' s mind was so diseased or affected that defendant was unable to

perceive the moral qualities of the act with which defendant is charged and was unable to tell

right from wrong with reference to the particular acts charged. The staff is further required to

give an opinion as to whether further examination, testing and treatment is required. The report

is to be submitted in writing to this court within ten days ofthe expiration of the period of

commitment unless further time is requested, and copies are to be sent to the Prosecuting

Attorney, the Defense Counsel, and the Jail Physician; and, IT IS FURTHER

ORDER OF COMMITMENT -2
mhord 90. dot

Office of Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 98402. 2171
Telephone: ( 253) 798 -7400
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ORDERED that upon completion of said period of evaluation and treatment, or when

defendant has regained compe.ency, whichever occurs firs., the defendant shall be returned to

the custody of the SheriffofPierce County, to be held pending further proceedings herein. 
DONE IN OPEN COURT this -zit%, day of m ?-. 2.c> 1 q

Presented by: 

ce. 
JESSE WILLIAMS

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
WSB# 355€3

Approved as to Form: 

i 1 

GEOFFREY COLBURN CROSS
Attorney for Defendant
WSB# 3089

ajm

ORDER OF COMMITMENT -3
mhord 9o. dot

JUDGE/COMMISSIONER

F ;LE '\ 

IN OPE i

CD
OURT

coPJ

MAY 2 8 2014

Pierce " 

By_ 

Office of Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. itoom 946
Tacoma, Washington 914402 -2171
Telephone: ( 2S3) 799 -7400
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR PIERCE COUNTY WA

State of Washington, 

71 Plaintiff

YS. • 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES

Defendant

No 13 -1 - 0251

FILED

iN OPENC
COURT

INGTON

SEP 1 0 2014

Pier" untY, c

EA:.70Tv

SCHEDULING ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

1. The following court dates are set for the defendant: 

Hearing Type Date & Time Judge /Room
JURY TRIAL

Wednesday, Sep 17, 2014 8: 30 CDPJ 260

2. The defendant shall be present at these hearings and report to the courtroom indicated at
930 Tacoma Avenue South, County -City Building, Tacoma, Washington, 98402

FAILURE TO APPEAR WILL RESULT IN A WARRANT BEING ISSUED FOR YOUR ARREST
3. 0 DAC; Defendant will be represented by Department of Assigned Counsel. 

Retained Attorney; Defendant will hire their own attorney or, if indigent, be Screened ( interviewed) for
Department of Assigned Counsel Appointment. 

DATED: 09/ 10114

CopyJ eceived

EREMY.EDWARD ES, Defendant

GEOFFREY COLBURN CROSS
Attorney for Defendant/Bar #3089

13 -1- 02515 -1

SupCrirn i n a l sch ed u l in g Orda r.jrx ml

Order
1111111rA

JUDGE
c : Q4_ 

JESSE WILLIAMS

Prosecuting Attorney /Bar #35543

ORIGINAL Page 1 of 1
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24S2• 7/ 23/ 2013 rv?` e: 2 5

IN OPENCOURT
CDPJ

Jut 2 2 2013
Pierc

nt , ' le
By

DEPUTY

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 
Plaintiff

Cause No. 

ORDER CONTINUING TRIAL

De endant ) Case Age Prior Continuances 0
motion for continuance is brought by. tendant  court, 

agreement of the parties pursuant to CrR 3 3( f)( l) or

is required in the administration ofjustice pursuant to CrR 3 3( f)(2) and the defendant will not be prejudiced in
his or her defense or

for adminis t essay

Reasons: 

RCW 10 46.085 (child victimisex offense) applies. The Court finds there are substantial and compelling reasons
for a continuance and the benefit of postponement outweighs the detriment to the victim. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Defendant shall be present and report to• 

ire- 

ADA
il/ , 

TIME

see(j---- 

COURT ROOM

7, 
ID NUMBER

62
OMNIBUS HEARING a 3r 3 f  J a terry

p 47L
STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING

THIS CURRENT TRIAL DATE OF .( 3 je3 IS CONTINUED TO/ / e(3@, 8 :30 am Room

Expiration date is: Defendant' s presence not required) 

DONE IN OPEN COURT this day of

P. 

Attorne " for Defendant/ Bar # / r7 ( Prosecuting Attorney/Bar # ( c,, 

I am fluent in the < language, and I have translated this entire document for the defendant
from English into that language I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

TFT days remaining : eT9

Jud

Pierce County, Washington
Interpreter/Certified/Qualified Court Reporter

s` \Criminal ManerslCnmmal Forrns \Cnm Admm FormssActual Orders\Revtsed Order Caroming Trial 824 12 doc
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25320 "'9+x.27/ 2813 80048

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUN

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 
Plaintiff

vs. 

Defendant

motion for continuance is brought by  endant 0 court. 
upon agreement of the parties pursuant to rR 3. ' ( 1) or

12,s-required in the administration ofjustice pursuant to CrR 3. 3( f)(2) and the defendant will not be prejudiced in
his or her defer or

for admin ve necessity. 
Reasons: 

Cause No. 
1 3 I " OccSj47

ORDER CONTINUING TRIAL

Case Age ( K--7 Prior Continuances 40 / 

o RCW 10.46.085 ( child victim/sex offense) applies. The Court finds there are substantial and compelling reasons
for a continuance and the benefit of postponement outweighs the detrunent to the victim
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Defendant shall be resent d e rt • 

flExpiration date is: 
2 t i 1 (

Defendant' s presence not required

DONE IN OPE COURT this t day of

for Defendant/ Bar

e. 

TFT days remaining : 

20 • 

g0

A _ 
rill. MI

COFF
40

Prosecuting Attorney/ Bar
I am fluent in the r

Ianguage, and I have translated this entire document for the defendant
from English into that language I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

Pierce County, Washington
Interpreter/ Certified/ Qualified Court Reporter

N \ Criminal Matters\\ Cnminai Forms\Cnm Admen FormsSActuai Orders&Revised Order Continuing Trial 824 12 doe

p
DATE

an r po to. 

I IME COURT ROOM ID NUMBER

IBUS HEARING l.07 /14:f cT fSTATUS CONFERENCE HEARING

THE CURRENT TRIAL DATE OF 1 IS CONTINUED TO: 8: 30 am RoomC

flExpiration date is: 
2 t i 1 (

Defendant' s presence not required

DONE IN OPE COURT this t day of

for Defendant/ Bar

e. 

TFT days remaining : 

20 • 

g0

A _ 
rill. MI

COFF
40

Prosecuting Attorney/ Bar
I am fluent in the r

Ianguage, and I have translated this entire document for the defendant
from English into that language I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

Pierce County, Washington
Interpreter/ Certified/ Qualified Court Reporter

N \ Criminal Matters\\Cnminai Forms\Cnm Admen FormsSActuai Orders&Revised Order Continuing Trial 824 12 doe
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1642. . R a. Ai 2;;;;;S:4117,? 

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY
STATE OF WASHT$ GTON, ) Cause No. _ j'% 

Plaintiff ) 

vs. ) 
ORDER CONTINUING TRIAL

iLl f1N"e9 ) 
Defendant ) Case Age 1 Prior Continuances

This motion for continuance is broug ) El
ht by state [] defendant 0 court. 

upon agreement of the parties pursuant to CrR 3. 3( 0(1) or
is required in the administration ofjustice pursuant to CrR 3. 3( f)(2) and the defendant will not be prejudiced inhis or her defense or
for administrative necessity. 

tReasons: DPA A pretuse nett 5 to 11 ;.... R. bArt SJie FclA:ile 67,y723 {
ro,, arr.,. 

o RCW 10.46.085 ( child victim/ sex offense) applies. The Court finds there are substantial and compelling reasonsfor a continuance and the benefit of postponement outweighs the detriment to the victim. 
ORDERED the Qefendant_shallbe present and report.to:_ 

DATE TIME COURT ROOM ID NUMBER

OMNIBUS HEARING

STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING

THE CURRENT TRIAL DATE OF: / 

Expiration date is: 2.24". 1y
Defendant' s presence not required) 

DONE TN OPEN COUR this % S davof 

15
IS CONTLNUEt) TO: / 271/ 

Dee

CM/ 
an 8: 30 am Room ?. lop

TFT days remaining : 3c 

Attorney for Defendant/ Bar r : \ w i Prosecuting Attornev/Bar _ 35543

a

I am fluent in the
language, and I have translated this entire document for the defendant

from English into that language. I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and connect. 

SON

Pierce County, Washington
interpreter /Certified/Qualified

Court Reporter

N: \Criminal Matters\Criminal Forms\Crim Admit' Forms\ Actual Orders \Revised Order Continuing Trial 824. 12. doc
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1 213

qm5 UP 11 UlCJ 

Clupcy

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

Plaintiff

VS, 

Defendant

Cause No. 13- !" 

ORDER CONTINUING TRIAL

Case Age 2 20
Prior Continuances

This motion for continuance is brought by state e endant  court. 

upon agreement of the parties pursuant to CrR 3. 3( f)(1) or

is required in the administration ofjustice pursuant to CrR 3. 3( f)(2) and the defendant will not be prejudiced in
his or her defense or

for administrative nee ity. 
Reasons: ` l S C U U-€. f L ! V D r 1 !3 i p

r i-c. - C- e Jr- fi724 tak. 

o RCW 10.46. 085 ( child victim/sex offense) applies. The Court finds there are substantial and compelling reasons
for a continuance and the benefit of postponement outweighs the detriment to the victim. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Defendant shall be present and re ort to• 

Expiration date is: 

DONE IN OPEI

Defendant' s presence not required) 

COURT thi. s. 

glil—

day of

De
v%-' 

Att: ney for Defendant/ Bar # 0 ' y

TFT days rema} rling : 

rosecu

FRANK E. CU HBERTSCN

3 ? tsr - 

orney/ Bar # 
I am fluent in the language, and 1 have . this entire document for the defendant
from English into that 1ansuage. I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Interpreter / Certified/ Qualified
Pierce County, Washington

Court Repon er

Q: 1Criminal Matters \Criminal Forms\Crim Admin Forms' Actual OrdersRRevised Order Continuing Trial 824. 12.doc

DATE TIME COURT ROOM ID NUMBER

D OMNIBUS HEARING

STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING

IS CONTINUED
L

TO: t J' 1 I / @ 8: 30 am Room aOTHE CURRENT TRIAL DATE OF: () 

Expiration date is: 

DONE IN OPEI

Defendant' s presence not required) 

COURT thi. s. 

glil—

day of

De
v%-' 

Att: ney for Defendant/ Bar # 0 ' y

TFT days rema} rling : 

rosecu

FRANK E. CU HBERTSCN

3 ? tsr - 

orney/ Bar # 
I am fluent in the language, and 1 have . this entire document for the defendant

from English into that 1ansuage. I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Interpreter / Certified/ Qualified
Pierce County, Washington

Court Repon er

Q: 1Criminal Matters \Criminal Forms\Crim Admin Forms' Actual OrdersRRevised Order Continuing Trial 824. 12.doc
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY
STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

Plaintiff

VS. ) 

ir-ey)( h ' 

Defendant

Cause No. 

Weak' 

uaS` UrAt, 

VketS1 6149T

7-- L.._ - Olds- 

ORDER CONTINUING TRIAL

Case Age
0

Prior Continuances

1

This motion for continuance is brought by 0 state 0 defendant  court. 

upon agreement of the parties pursuant to CrR 3. 3( f)(1) or

is required in the administration ofjustice pursuant to CrR 3. 3( t)(2) and the defendant will not be prejudiced inhis or her defense or
for administrative necessi

A a

Reasons: GO - e t" c L yr  i %1'- 1 C / L (-- - 

o RCW 10. 46. 085 ( child victim/sex offense) applies. The Court finds there are substantial and compelling reasonsfor a continuance and the benefit of postponement outweighs the detriment to the victim. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Defendant shall be resent and rt

51. b( mss( f » IJ/ - 

p
DATE

3) l ?/ 1 t( 

repo to. 
TIME

S, v
I COURT ROOM 1 ID NUMBER

I
al OMNIBUS HEARING

STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING

THE CURRENT TRIAL DATE OF: . i 1 ) 
IS CONTINUED TO: `3. j 1 t

1@ 8: 30 am Room
1

Expiration date is: Lt•Ro . 19 ( Defendant' s presence not required) TFT days remaining :. 

DONE IN OPEN CO • T this \ day of
C + 

20 L(-1

J
De Vndant

Attorney for Defendant/Bar # Fr
1 am fluent in the

language, and I have translated this entire document for the defendant
from English into that language. I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

30 . 

Prosecuting Attorney/Bar # 3554 7

SON

Interpreter /Certified /Qualified
Pierce County, Washington

Court Reporter

N. Criminal Matters\Criminal Forms\Crim Admin Forms\ Actual Order5' Revised Order Continuing Trial 824.12.doc

g4,

7
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COU
STATE OF WASHINGTON, ) 

Plaintiff ) 
Cause No. l 3- 1— 025-01( 

vs. r- ) ORDER CONTINUING TRIAL
s -ewl,r cvdct

This motion for continuance is brought by state , defendant  court. 
upon agreement of the parties pursuant to r . 3( f)(1) or

El is required in the administration ofjustice pursuant to CrR 3. 3( f)(2) and the defendant will not be prejudiced inhis or her defense or

Q for administrative necessity. 
Reasons: Q hr.ts ne ., e e.6 a.. a naecto c4.acoAd 1 ply- c+ an ht^ka cc . Pc-p + le4

tsr C tAitt2. SLIo Shover * o 4nali, t pep } , r 4(1, 1 Pr; w+e.. oLokci;vt o' 
veAcA,An cw,d a s+. apt; \ 3 -as. 

a RCW 10.46.085 ( child victim/ sex offense) applies. The Court fmds there are substantial and compelling reasonsfor a continuance and the benefit of postponement outweighs the detriment to the victim. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the Defendant shall be present and report to: 

Defendant Case Age Prior Continuances

0

OMNIBUS HEARING

STATUS CONFERENCE HEARING

DATE TIME COURT ROOM ID NUMBER

j THE CURRENT TRIAL DATE OF: 7(J j . 
5.3 . I• i

t f

Defendant' s presence not required) Expiration date is: 

IS CONTINUED TO: 

DONE IN OPEN C i RT this day of Ape 1
i

Defendan

cbP3/. 
@ 8: 30 am Room 2{J,0

TFT days remaining : 

20

3b

Jud

Attorney for Defendant/Bar # 0 $' Pro ecuting AttatneyBar # 35543I am fluent in the

language, and I have translated this entire document for the defendant
from English into that language. I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Pierce County, Washington
Interpreter/Certified/Qualified

N ;\Criminal Matters\Criminal Forms\Crim Admin Forms\Actual Orders\ Rerised Order Continuing Trial 8:24. 12.doc

Court Reporter
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3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

l% 

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

IN THE SUPERIOR COLJRT OF THE STATE OF W,SHlNGTON
1N AND FOR TI-IE COUNTY OF PIERCE

STATE OF WSH1NGTON

vs. 

JEREMY EDWARD GAINES

Defendant(s). 

NO. 12_ 1- 02515- 1

LIST OF 'MTNESSES

E-FIBo

IN COUNTY CLERKS OFFICE
PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON

September 12 2014 3:52 PM

KEVIN STOCK

COUNTY CLERK
NO: 13- 1- 02515- 1

TO: JEREIvIY EDWARD CAINES, defendant, and

TO: GEOFFREY COLBUR0 CROSS, his/her attorney
Thehol|owinQise| ist& witnassesintheaboveentitledoausehorJQRYTR|ALonQ/17/ 2O14

INFORMANT CONFIDENTIAL

SUSAN MASON

ASKINS, AUBREY
TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT # 014

LANE. RYAN
TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT # QA

SCHULIZ, ALBERT
TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT # 151

SHIPP, CHR

TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT # 183

28 WTNESS LIST Page 1 of 2

JESSCAANNHANDLEN

MAUREENAT DUDSCHUS
WASH1N3TON STATE PATROL

BUCHANAN, JAMES 5, 
TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT

MAY, DAVID

TACOMA POLI CE DEPARTMENT

SCRIPPS, ERIC A. 
TACOMA POUCE DEPARTMENT

SMITH, KENNETH p
TACOMA POLI CE DEPARTMENT

131

1113

223

200

Office of Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Avenue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 98402-2171
Telephone: ( 253) 798-7400



2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

4

15

16

17

18

19

20
W• 

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

VOLD, BRIAN

TACOMA POLICE DEPARTMENT # 332

Dated this day of September, 2014. 

Mailed/Faxed/Route copy this
day of September, 20

To: GEOFFREY COLBURN CROSS

By: 0\6 A

WITNESS LIST Page 2 of 2

MARK LINDQUIST

Prosecuting Attorney

By: 
ESSE \MLLIAMS

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Washington State Bar # 35543

Office of Prosecuting Attorney
930 Tacoma Aven ue S. Room 946
Tacoma, Washington 98402- 2171
Telephone: ( 253) 798-7400
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RCW69.50.401: Prohibited acts: A-- Penalties. 
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RCW 69.50.401

Prohibited acts: A— Penalties. 

CHANGE IN 2015 * ** (SEE 5564- S2. SL) * ** 

1) Except as authorized by this chapter, it is unlawful for any person to
manufacture, deliver, or possess with intent to manufacture or deliver, a
controlled substance. 

2) Any person who violates this section with respect to: 
a) A controlled substance classified in Schedule I or II which is a narcotic

drug or flunitrazepam, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers, 
classified in Schedule IV, is guilty of a class B felony and upon conviction may
be imprisoned for not more than ten years, or ( i) fined not more than twenty -five
thousand dollars if the crime involved less than two kilograms of the drug, or
both such imprisonment and fine; or ( ii) if the crime involved two or more
kilograms of the drug, then fined not more than one hundred thousand dollars
for the first two kilograms and not more than fifty dollars for each gram in
excess of two kilograms, or both such imprisonment and fine; 

b) Amphetamine, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers, or
methamphetamine, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers, is guilty of
a class B felony and upon conviction may be imprisoned for not more than ten
years, or ( 1) fined not more than twenty -five thousand dollars if the crime
involved less than two kilograms of the drug, or both such imprisonment and
fine; or (ii) if the crime involved two or more kilograms of the drug, then fined not
more than one hundred thousand dollars for the first two kilograms and not
more than fifty dollars for each gram in excess of two kilograms, or both such
imprisonment and fine. Three thousand dollars of the fine may not be
suspended. As collected, the first three thousand dollars of the fine must be
deposited with the law enforcement agency having responsibility for cleanup of
laboratories, sites, or substances used in the manufacture of the
methamphetamine, including its salts, isomers, and salts of isomers. The fine
moneys deposited with that law enforcement agency must be used for such
clean -up cost; 

c) Any other controlled substance classified in Schedule I, II, or III, is guilty
of a class C felony punishable according to chapter 9A.20 RCW; 

d) A substance classified in Schedule IV, except flunitrazepam, including its
salts, isomers, and salts of isomers, is guilty of a class C felony punishable
according to chapter 9A20 RCW; or

e) A substance classified in Schedule V, is guilty of a class C felony
punishable according to chapter 9A.20 RCW. 

3) The production, manufacture, processing, packaging, delivery, 
distribution, sale, or possession of marijuana in compliance with the terms set
forth in RCW 69. 50. 360, 69.50. 363, or 69. 50. 366 shall not constitute a violation

http: / /apps. leg .wa.g ou/RCW /default.aspx?cite= 69.50.401
1 P) 
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RCW 69.50.401: Prohibited acts: A— Penalties. 

of this section, this chapter, or any other provision of Washington state law. 
2013 c 3 § 19 ( Initiative Measure No. 502, approved November 6, 2012); 2005 c

218 § 1; 2003 c 53 § 331. Prior: 1998 c 290 § 1; 1998 c 82 § 2; 1997 c 71 § 2; 
1996 c 205 § 2; 1989 c 271 § 104; 1987 c 458 § 4; 1979 c 67 § 1; 1973 2nd
ex.s. c 2 § 1; 1971 ex.s. c 308 § 69.50.401. 

2013 c 3 § 19 ( Initiative Measure No. 502, approved November 6, 2012); 2005 c 218 § 1; 2003 c 53 § 331. Prior: 1998 c290 § 1 ; 1998 c82 § 2; 1997 c 71 § 2; 1996 c 205 § 2; 1989 c271 § 104; 1987 c 458 § 4; 1979 c 67 § 1; 1973 2nd exs. c 2 § 1; 1971 exs. c 308 § 69.50.4011

NOTES: 

Intent- 2013 c 3 ( Initiative Measure No. 502): See note following RCW 69.50. 101. 
Intent—Effective date - 2003 c 53: See notes following RCW 2.48. 180. 

Application - 1998 c 290: "This act applies to crimes committed on or after July 1, 1998." [1998 c 290 § 9.] 

Effective date - 1998 c 290: "This act takes effect July 1, 1998." [1998 c 290 § 10.] 

Severability - 1998 c 290: " If any provision of this act or its application to any person
or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the act or the application of the provision to
other persons or circumstances is not affected." [ 1998 c 290 § 11. 1

Application - 1989 c 271 §§ 101 -111: See note following RCW 9. 94A510. 

Severability --1989 c 271: See note following RCW 9. 94A510. 

Severability- 1987 c 458: See note following RCW 48. 21. 160. 

Serious drug offenders, notice of release or escape: RCW 72.09. 710. 

http: / /apps. l eg. wa.g oriR CW /default.asWkite= -69.50.401
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RCWs > Title 69 > Chapter 69.50 > Section 69.50.407

69. 50.406 « 69. 50.407 » 69.50.408

RCW 69.50.407

Conspiracy. 

Any person who attempts or conspires to commit any offense defined in this
chapter is punishable by imprisonment or fine or both which may not exceed the
maximum punishment prescribed for the offense, the commission of which was
the object of the attempt or conspiracy. 
1971 ex.s. c 308 § 69.50.407.] 

http: / /apps. l eg .wa. g ovlR CW /defaul t. as pC?cite= 69.50.407
414


